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THE WARD-BELMONT SCHOOL 
HISTORICAL SKETCH 
ARD-BELMONT, a junior college for young women, in 
Nashville, Tennessee, is the outgrowth of the union of 
Ward Seminary and Belmont College. Ward Seminary 
was founded in 1865 by Rev. William E. Ward, D.D., and Belmont 
College in 1890 by Miss Ida E. Hood and Miss Susan L. Heron. 
In June, 1913, the two schools were united on the former Belmont 
campus, forming a junior college under the charter name, The 
Ward-Belmont School." Ward Seminary had long been recognized 
as one of t he leading preparatory schools in the country; its grad­
uates enjoyed certificate privileges to the leading Eastern colleges. 
Belmont College also possessed an enviable standing as a boarding 
school, emphasizing as well as academic work, the fine arts. 
NASHVILLE AND ITS ATTRACTIONS 
Nashville is well known as an educational and historical center. 
The chosen location of great universities, professional schools, 
colleges and preparatory schools, Nashville has established far-
famed renown as a center of learning. Ward Seminary and Belmont 
College, through their earnest service have contributed much to 
the educational standing of the city. These two schools, together 
with Vanderbilt University and George Peabody College for 
Teachers, have given a distinct charm and atmosphere of c ulture 
which makes this city an ideal home for s tudents. The presence 
of colleges and professional schools in Nashville insures the com­
ing of eminent lecturers and artists. Persons of international repu­
tation are frequently present in Nashville. Ward-Belmont students 
have the advantage of at tending all of the leading concerts, plays, 
and lectures that are available in the city. Many programs are 
presented in the school auditorium. 
As a center of cu lture, Nashville boasts several interesting ex­
amples of architecture. The State Capitol is an excellent example 
of classic architecture; on its grounds is the tomb of James K. Polk, 
ninth President of the United States. Located at a central point 
in the Centennial Park is a facsimile of the Parthenon, true in 
every detail; on the steps of this beautiful and appropriate build­
ing the Ward-Belmont School of Expression recently presented 
the Electra of Sophocles. One of the newly erected buildings in 
Nashville is the imposing Tennessee War Memorial Hall with spa­
cious surrounding park and grounds. Within convenient driving 
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distance is Belle Meade, for many years a celebrated stock farm-
that section is now the location of Nashville's most exclusive resi­
dential section and Golf Club. The Hermitage, the home and 
burial place of Andrew Jackson, is twelve miles from Nashville. 
Not far from the Ward-Belmont campus is the battlefield of Nash­
ville, on which stands a recently erected memorial, the workman­
ship of Moretti, the Italian artist. Nearby are the scenes of the 
battles of Stone River and of Franklin. 
THE CAMPUS 
Ward-Belmont, with an elevation of one hundred feet above 
the city, stands in the beautiful park formerly the site of Belmont; 
to both the grounds and the buildings extensive additions have 
been made. The campus of forty-five acres, a part of which is 
devoted to athletic fields, is surrounded by one of the best resi­
dential sections of Nashville. It is sufficiently removed to give 
that quiet and seclusion which are conducive to studious habits; 
yet the railway station, the shopping districts, and the churches 
of a ll denominations in the city are easily accessible. In the same 
part of the city are Vanderbilt University and George Peabody 
College for Teachers. 
CLIMATE AND HEALTH 
The bracing atmosphere and temperate climate of Middle Ten­
nessee make Nashville an ideal location for school work. Pupils 
from more northern states, as well as those from farther south, 
find here a school unexcelled in physical advantages. The mild 
weather and the inviting campus encourage outdoor sports and 
games, which have contributed much toward maintaining the excel­
lent health record of the school. 
Ward-Belmont realizes just how much the health of its students 
epends on physical conditions, and safeguards their health in 
every possible way. The buildings are sanitary; the drinking water 
is tered, sterilized, cooled, and is supplied in hygienic fountains 
t roug out the buildings; trained and experienced nurses have 
c arge o a well-ordered infirmary. A further precaution is the 
requirement that a certificate of good health be furnished by every 
resident student. 
As nourishing food is the best agent for the most effective 
p ysical and mental advancement, especial care is paid to the food. 
much ic6JegU ati°nS, re8ar^inS meals, sleeping hours, and exercise, 
one to induce an excellent health record. The kitchen 
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and bakery have the latest improvements in steam cooking, gas 
and electric appliances, and cold storage; the dining halls are com­
modious and attractive. The menus are supervised by a trained 
dietitian. 
BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT 
The nucleus of the buildings is the old Acklen residence, an 
unusual adaptation of Italian architecture. Grouped around this 
interesting example of the center of an old southern estate are t e 
buildings which have been added at intervals by the school, hese 
buildings are arranged in the shape of a quadrangle with one open 
side On the north side of this square are located Fidelity, North 
Front, South Front, and Founders Halls, with the drawing rooms, 
the auditorium, and the dining rooms; on the east, three other resi­
dence halls-Pembroke Hall, Heron Hall, and Senior Hall; on the 
south, the Academic Building and the Gymnasium. Other build­
ings on the campus included in the school plant are the High School 
Building the music practice house, the social club buildings, an 
the heating plant. Buildings adjacent to the campus are utilized 
for the intermediate school, home economics work and additiona 
music studios. The buildings are handsome and commodious, and 
are models in their adaptation to school use. They are fitted with 
the most improved methods of sanitation, heating, lighting, ven 
tilation, and fire escapes. 
The Academic Building, in classic colonial architecture, was 
completed and equipped in 1914- In this building are the large, 
well-lighted class rooms, the library, the science laboratories, the 
expression and art studios, and the administration offices^ The 
library, containing over 8,000 volumes, is under the care of expe­
rienced librarians, and is open daily except Sunday. The ground 
floor of this building contains the chemistry, biology, and phys­
iology laboratories and. lecture rooms. The offices, library and some 
of the class rooms occupy the main floor. Above on the second 
floor are class rooms for literary subjects and musical science; here 
also is the expression studio, amply adapted for class work and for 
the production of plays before a small audience. The third floor is 
mainly occupied by the art studio and interior decoration rooms^ 
A few class rooms are included on this floor. Most of the hig 
school classes are held in the high school building. 
A gymnasium, with every modern improvement, has recently 
been completed. In style it conforms to that of the Academic 
Building with which it connects. The ground floor contains bowling 
alleys showers, lockers, linen, shampoo, and hair drying rooms. 
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The main floor constitutes the large gymnasium; it provides two 
spacious, well-lighted rooms for all forms of gymnastic exercise. 
The next floor contains the visitors' galleries, a studio for aesthetic 
dancing, and three small rooms for special classes, board meetings, 
and trophies. The swimming pool is in a separate building, which 
connects with the gymnasium. 
Separate dormitories are provided for college and high-school 
students, thus promoting the individual welfare of each depart­
ment. These residence halls are well furnished and in their arrange­
ments meet every demand of comfortable and refined home life. 
Pembroke, Senior, and Heron Halls are arranged in suites of two 
double rooms with connecting bath, or, in some cases, of two single 
rooms with connecting bath. Other dormitories have either sepa­
rate double rooms, with ample sanitary appointments and baths 
on every floor, or bath suites of two double rooms each. Each 
room is furnished with rugs, dresser, table, chairs, single iron beds, 
and, with few exceptions, separate closets. All the rooms have 
outside exposure, with abundant sunlight and fresh air. 
Ten well equipped club houses have recently been completed 
for the ten social clubs for resident students. Each house is pre­
pared for meetings and informal entertaining. 
SOCIAL C LUBS 
Ten clubs, with a membership of fifty to sixty each, are a pleas­
ant and helpful feature of the social life of the school. Membership 
in one of these clubs is expected of every resident student. They 
meet formally once a week for social, literary, or musical programs, 
and informally at other times for recreation. A spirit of loyalty in 
the clubs develops in the students the best qualities, mental and 
moral as well as social. 
RELIGIOUS AC TIVITIES 
Though no sectarianism is lived or taught, earnest effort is 
made to stimulate and strengthen the impulse toward Christian 
i e and service. Regular Bible courses form part of the curriculum, 
« ^ere's an active Young Women's Christian Association, in 
which members of the faculty cooperate with the students. The 
association and the school jointly employ a secretary, who directs 
the activities of the Y. W. C. A. so that the influences of this 
^nr°n arC ma<^e in the life of the school. Systematic 
e training and mission study, devotional exercises at chapel, 
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and frequent visits by the pastors of the city are among the agen­
cies by which the school life is made wholesome and inspiring. The 
spirit of church loyalty is fostered by requiring each student to 
attend the church of h er parents' choice on Sunday morning. 
DRESS AN D H OUSEHOLD A RTICLES 
Extravagance and extremes in dress are firmly discouraged. 
The administration presents its ideas and regulations for appro­
priate dress for the Ward-Belmont girl in a dress circular, which 
will b e sent on request to each mother who contemplates sending 
her daughter to the school. 
An abundant supply of table napkins, towels, sheets, pillow­
cases, and bedspreads is furnished each student at a reasonable 
charge for the year. 
GOVERNMENT 
Discipline in Ward-Belmont is simplified by a modified form 
of student government, properly safeguarded by faculty coopera­
tion and supervision. This organization consists of (i) a student 
council, composed of representatives chosen by the students from 
the High-School as well as the College classes; (2) a faculty com­
mittee appointed by the President; and (3) the President^ 
Full details of the Student Government are given in the Blue 
Book, which is presented each student on entering. 
LECTURES A ND E NTERTAINMENTS 
Nashville is especially fortunate in securing each year famous 
lecturers, artists, and entertainers. These performances cover a 
great variety of subjects. Many of them are free to the student 
body. The school has a Star Entertainment Course presented to 
the resident students each year for a nominal sum. During the 
past year the artists secured by the school made distinct contribu­
tions to the cultural advancement of the student body. To give a 
list of t he notable people who have been here in times past wou d 
have no other effect than to emphasize the school s interest in 
securing the very best. 
EXCURSIONS 
In addition to the lectures and entertainments, the students are 
given opportunities each year to visit some of the notable places 
in or near Nashville, such as Chattanooga, which is a beautlfu 
\ Pavp and N/Iuscle oho als, the 
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site of the gigantic hydro-electric power enterprise. Other excur­
sions are organized, should a sufficient number of students be inter­
ested, at times when they do not conflict with the school work. 
In accordance with the custom of twenty years, a school party 
spends the summer vacation in Europe under the direction and 
chaperonage of members of the Ward-Belmont staff. 
, COURSE O F ST UDY IN LIBERAL AR TS 
Ward-Belmont, a junior college, accredited by the Association 
of Colleges a nd Secondary Schools of the Southern States, offers a 
junior college course, corresponding to the four years of a prepara­
tory school and the freshman and sophomore years of a standard 
four-year college. A student who contemplates entering a certain 
college or university after the completion of this course should 
advise the Dean in advance regarding her choice, so that the sub­
jects which she takes in Ward-Belmont may be those required by 
that institution. 
In the Liberal Arts Department, Ward-Belmont offers a Gen­
eral Diploma. With certain limitations, work in Music, Art, or 
Expression may be counted toward graduation. 
At the end of t he first four years of the course, corresponding 
to the high-school period, students may receive the High-School 
Certificate, provided the proper balance has been maintained by 
the completion of courses prescribed. Those earning this certificate 
can ordinarily complete requirements for a Ward-Belmont Junior 
College Diploma in two additional years, or they may be admitted 
without examination to leading colleges and universities which 
admit students on certificates, provided in each case the peculiar 
entrance requirements of the institution considered have been met. 
For description of courses see pages_2j_ to 42. 
HOME E CONOMICS 
Domestic Science and Domestic Art are now regarded as essen­
tial in a well-rounded education for women. Responding to this 
progressive movement, Ward-Belmont maintains a thorough de­
partment for the study of the home and its varied problems. With 
its comprehensive courses, its well-equipped laboratories, and with 
its a e corps of teachers, this department of practical worth holds 
an established place among the departments of the school. For 
description of courses see page 42. 
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SECRETARIAL C OURSE 
To meet still further the needs of the present time Ward-
Belmont is offering special courses in stenography, typewriting, 
and bookkeeping, thus giving an insight into the practical funda­
mentals of business. For description of courses see page 4b. 
PHYSICAL E DUCATION A ND P LAYGROUND 
SUPERVISION 
Thorough courses are offered in Physical Education and in 
Plaveround Supervision, subjects which are being emphasized to­
day as never before in education. The campus affords opportunity 
for outdoor games, the gymnasium is so equipped that exercise 
may be adapted to the individual needs of the pupil, and the swim­
ming pool is modem at every point and free to all students. Train 
teachers are in charge of all of the work of t his department The 
work in Playground Supervision is so planned that the students 
enjoy the recreation, and at the same time grasp the methods by 
which directed play may be made to promote health, stimulate 
the intellect, and lift the moral tone of any community, 
description of courses see page 48-
ART 
Courses in the Art Department are planned for students who 
wish either to make a practical application of Art a"d 
the commercial world or to obtain a general k^edg*ofArt 
and its History. Students are always welcome to the studios. SecS exhibitions are prepared or secured from time to time to 
cultivate a love for the beautiful in color and form. For description 
of c ourses see page 52. 
EXPRESSION 
Courses in Expression .re offered which equip 
,0 take part in works o( Dramatic Art, but ako t, t«=h. Pubta 
Sneaking is offered by this department. In the School of E xpr 
siorTciass recitals a. (sequent intervals afford to the J,t.c,p.nK 
see page 5 5. 
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MUSIC 
Ward-Belmont School of Music is proud of its record of achieve 
™f.A 'ar®e.muSICal faC"lty trained for the individual work is 
maintained The purpose of this department is to create and main-
h' ,lWJ1°e,SOme and Aspiring musical atmosphere, insuring 
breadth of culture and love and enthusiasm for the work. To this 
tendIT'"! r6CitalS 3re giVen' Not on'y does the work 
STa, ! °P an appreciation for the best in Music, but many of 
Sra nates are successfully concertizing or teaching Fordescrip-
caTalog001"868 °f 866 P3ge 57' °r Write for Schocl of Music 
ADVICE ON C HOICE OF SUBJECTS 
by parents'arvf'6 ^ ^  C0UrS6S °f StUdy Nearly understood 
each nunT<! PrOSpectlve pupils- Again, it is important that 
alreadv 6 , Tplanned on the basis of work 
into account T a" 7* lndividual tastes and aims be taken 
sonal confer th£Se ends' correspondence and per-
cout of SC7lth, ^  °ean 3re C°rdially inv'ted. A complete 
office bv A™ t 6 6nSUlng year should be fi,ed in the Dean's 
patrons are 7M I' °F 3S S°°n thereafter as possible. Prospective 
of studv Pla'86 t0 C°°perate with us in working out this course 
patron^n thTn80 ^ ^ be m°dified' if ft see™ desirablc to a 
the year are 3yS °f sch°ol; but further changes during 
greatest advan d,SCOUraSed" Continuity of effort and the greatest advancement can in this way be secured. 
APPLICATION FO R EN ROLLMENT 
on tttht^ ;iadV,iSed' This aPPhcation should be made 
be accompanied b\7nh arl^' ^ C3"S f°r references' and 
applicant. These forrm^Tk S certlficate as to the health of the 
can be definitely enrolled until rh^111 0" request> and no student 
ted to the Registrar vu u y are ProPerly filled out, submit-
accepted. ' t 6 enrollment fee of $25, and formally 
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FACULTY 
JOHN DIELL BLANTON, B.A., LL.D. 
President 
JOHN WYNNE BARTON, M.A., LL.D. 
Vice President 
ANDREW BELL BENEDICT 
Vice President 
THOMAS D. D. QUAID, M.A. 
Dean 
ANNIE CLAYBROOKE ALLISON, B.A. 
Principal of High School 
RUBY VAN HOOSER 
Bible 
Athens College; Special Student. Scarritt College for Christian Workers; 
Graduate Student, University of Chicago 
OLIVE CARTER ROSS 
English, Art History 
B A University of Nashville; Graduate Student Vanderbilt University; 
• ' M.A., Columbia University 
THELMA CAMPBELL 
English 
B.A., University of Arkansas 
ANNA PUGH 
English 
B.A., University of Arkansas; M.A., University of Chicago 
ELLENE RANSOM 
English 
B.A. and M.A., Vanderbilt University; Special Student. Columbia University 
LINDA RHEA 
English 
B.S., Vanderbilt University; M.A., Columbia University; M.A.. Vanderb.lt University 
THEODORA COOLEY SCRUGGS 
English 
BA„ Wellesley College; M.A., Vanderbilt University 
SUSAN S. SOUBY 
English 
B.A., George Peabody College for Teachers 
r= 
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LURA TEMPLE 
English 
B.A., Southern Methodist University; Graduate Work, University of Chicago 
LOUISE LORETZ HERRON 
English, 
B.S., Vanderbilt University; M.A., Columbia University 
VIRGINIA LEUSSLER 
English 
B.A., Weilesley; M.A., University of Chicago 
ELIZABETH HORD 
English, History 
Ph.B., University of Chicago 
ELLEN WALLACE 
Economics and Sociology 
B.A., Randolph Macon; M.A., University of Chicago 
LORETTA CHENOWETH 
History 
B.A. and M.A., Northwestern University 
CAROLINE LEAVELL 
History 
B.S., Vanderbilt University; M.A., Columbia University 
LORENE JACOBS 
History 
B.S. and B.A., University of Missouri 
GERTRUDE CASEBIER 
History 
B.A.. Western Kentucky State Teachers College 
MARY RACHEL NORRIS 
Psychology, Education 
B.A. and M.A., Bryn Mawr College 
THOMAS D. D. QUA ID 
Psychology, Education 
B.A. and M.A., University of Oklahoma 
ANNIE CLAYBROOKE ALLISON 
B A p Latin 
ge Peabody College for Teachers; Graduate Work, Peabody and 
University of Chicago 
MARTHA ANNETTE CASON 
Latin 
" U"'VerSity of O^o; M.A., Columbia University 
SADIE HARMON 
r * Latin 
" UniVere'ty °f Ka™»: M.A.. University of Nebraska 
LENA JAMES HAWKS 
B.A., Goucher Coll Mathematics 
H^ktoTnd i Graduate Stud<:nt-
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ELIZABETH LOWRY 
Mathematics 
B.A., Tennessee College; M.S., George Peabody College for Teachers 
NELLIE PYLE MISER 
Mathematics 
B.A., Huron College; Graduate Student, University of Chicago 
W. H. HOLLINSHEAD 
Chemistry 
Ph.G. and D.Sc., Vanderbilt University 
ELIZABETH McFADDEN 
Assistant in Chemistry 
B.S., Vanderbilt University 
ALMA HOLLINGER 
Biology 
B  A  M A .  Un i v e r s i t y  o f  M i c h i g a n ;  S t u d e n t ,  M i c h i g a n  B i o l o g i c a l  S t a -
*' tion and Marine Biological Station, Venice, Cal. 
DORIS HAWKINS 
Assistant in Biology 
B.S. and M.A., Vanderbilt University 
JESSIE LEE FRENCH 
Assistant in Biology 
B.A., George Peabody College for Teachers 
AGNES AMIS 
French 
B A. Vanderbilt University; Student in France; 
M.A., George Peabody College for Teachers 
KATE BRADLEY BEZIAT 
French 
B A Vassar M.A., Cornell University; Graduate Student, Johns Hopkins 
B.A., vassar, Ivl'""Universjty «, University of Pans 
EDNA GUNN 
French 
LAURE MARIE SCHOENI 
French 
Secondaire St. Imier, Switzerland; Special Student, University tcoleSeconaaire,Mjssour. ^ University o{ Ch.cago 
LEONIE VIMONT 
Officicr d.'Academic. Oficicr dc iInduction Publiquc 
French 
B.A., Adelphi College; M-Au>|S>lumuv Unh!ers!te deplri^Elcvc T*itulalre French Literatu^,Philos^hyA^ifvereitede^^^ France 
MARGARET ROBERSON HOLLINSHEAD 
German 
B.S. and M.A., Vanderbilt University 
w 
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THOMAS B. DO NNER 
Spanish 
B.A., East Texas Teachers College; M.A., Southern Methodist University 
UNA M. S PALLER 
Foods and Cookery 
B.S., Simmons College 
MARGARET KE NNEDY LO WRY 
Textiles and Sewing 
Special Student, George Peabody College for Teachers 
EUNICE KI NKEAD 
Assistant in Home Economics 
B.S., George Peabody College for Teachers 
ROBBIE AL LISON 
School Tutor 
B.A., Vanderbilt University 
BARBARA PO LLOK 
School Tutor 
B.A., State University of Washington 
MATTYE SMALLING TH OMPSON 
Stenography, Typewriting, Bookkeeping 
coCt8de !RVIST FELARLIFRDENC AT SIM M°NJ 
LOUISE G ORDON 
Art 
Graduate of the New York School of Fine and Applied Arts 
MARY W YNNE SHACKELFORD 
Fine and Applied Arb^Smclal'Stud^ fn5ticute- Department of 
and Applied A^'fn NewTdrk and in Paris 
PAULINE S HERWOOD T OWNSEND 
Graduate New E "eCt"r ^cho°l "f Expression 
Expression; Sp^cS™® YoTchTa^S^' °' 
CATHARINE A . WIN NIA 
Graduate, Vanderbilt School of Ex EXt"SSi0n 
University and GeoJSS^TM, Acade™c Student, Vanderbilt 
Student, Pau&^^e for Teachers; 
EMMA I. SI SSON 
Graduate, Sargent SchJd^Lf^ °f Ph^sical Education 
n c , n i : t u s s N ° ™ a l  S a h ° ° '  
6 l^ts!Sus^ pivatVSS SPECU" 
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CATHERINE E. MO RRISON 
Physical Training, Athletics, Swimming 
Diploma from Possee Gymnasium Boston; Special Student, Chaliff School, 
Diploma York, and Columbia University 
JULIA W ARWICK 
Assistant in Athletics and Swimming 
Graduate, Ward-Belmont School 
DORIS CONE 
Riding 
Graduate. Ward-Belmont School 
EVELYN JANTZER 
Dancing 
Graduate Savage School f"™ ^  
MARGARET FR IERSON H ALL 
Assistant in Gymnasium 
LAWRENCE G OODMAN 
Director School of Piano 
of Piano, Von Ende School of Music, New York City, has 
concertized extensively in United States, 
Duo Art Recordings 
LOUISE BE ST 
Piano 
Pupil of ^fer.^uOT in the 
ALICE K AVANAUGH LE FTWICH 
Piano 
SSSS 
HAZEL C OATE R OSE 
Piano 
ESTELLE RO Y S CHMITZ 
Piano 
Pupil of S-B. Mills, Y°rk; S"Vi° SCi°nt'' 
AMELIE T HRONE 
Piano 
Pupil of Maurice Aronson, Vienna; ]Le1J'nne' Berl,n' P Sigismund Stojowski, New York 
MARY DO UTHIT 
HENRY S. WE SSON 
Pipe Organ 
"pSJ.iloTwte'S^S %*f SUilmant 9r^an School of N ew York- Soee, I 
MARY V ENABLE BL YTHE 
Sight Playing and Piano 
GAETANO SALVATORE DE LUC A* 
For th ree r, , Di"CtOf School of Voice 
^or two^years p'upil of Chevaher ^h-edo^0 C?rrad°iJFamous Teacher o f Italy 
CcmmoKlatore B_ Ca m Directo?Nao1e?rnt0, Caruso's Coach; PaP" of bardi, Florence, Italy P uni1„f R,™?d PuP'I of Lom-
York; ApnTf sf^orBiraMk London3 ' NeW 
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SCHOOL OF LIBERAL ARTS 
JUNIOR COLLEGE DEPARTMENT 
ADMISSION.—Admission to the College Department is based 
on graduation from an accredited four-year high school or the 
presentation of 15 acceptable units For those who apply_for the 
lunior College diploma the following units are prescribed: English, 
3- Algebra, i; Plane Geometry, i; one foreign language, 2. The 
remaining 8 may include any unit offered by an accredited four-
vear high school and meeting the general requirements as defined 
by the North Central, the Southern, or other standardizing agency 
of colleges and secondary schools. However, not more than 3 
units in vocational subjects and no fewer than 2 units in a foreign 
language will be accepted. 
CREDIT HOUR—An hour represents one hour of recitation or 
lecture a week for one semester. The credit hour is referred to 
hereafter as semester hour. 
Two or more hours of laboratory work correspond to one hour 
of lecture or recitation, depending upon the nature of the labora­
tory work. 
In Art, six semester hours credit is given for ten hours of super­
vised studio work a week for the thirty-six weeks. In Music, two 
lessons a week, one and one-half hours daily practice, an two 
hours' recitation a week in a musical science are credited as six 
semester hours for the thirty-six weeks. In Expression three 
semester hours credit is given for three hours o prepare c ass 
work and the necessary collateral and group work. 
HOURS RECOMMENDED.—For the average college student a 
maximum of fifteen hours of literary work a week is recommended, 
but under certain conditions a minimum of twelve and a maximum 
of s eventeen for first year students, and eighteen for secon year 
students are permitted. 
SPECIAL SUBJECTS.—Not more than a total of eighteen sem­
ester hours may be counted toward a general diploma or wor in 
the departments of Music, Art, Expression, Home Economics, an 
Secretarial Courses. Work in these departments, w en comp e e 
elsewhere, will be credited toward a certificate or diploma in t 
special departments. 
1 
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT. —Students presenting only 
two high-school units of foreign language are required to take 
two courses in college; those presenting three or more units are 
required to take at least one advanced course in college. 
ENGLISH.—Any student having credit for Freshman English 
Composition, whether taken in Ward-Belmont or elsewhere, whose 
work falls below standard may be required to make up the defic­
iency in this subject under a tutor provided by the college. 
COLLEGE CREDIT will not be allowed for a high-school course 
in excess of those units required for college entrance. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION.—NO co urse will be considered complete 
until the Physical Education requirements for that year shall have 
been met. (See page 48.) 
CLASSIFICATION. — The work completed by the beginning of 
t e sc 00 year determines the class to which a student belongs. 
lg -sc ool graduate meeting the above requirements is classi­
fied as a first-year college student. A student who has credit for 
WentY our semester hours of college work is classified as a second-
year co ege student. All second-year college students who have 
me t e entrance requirements for a diploma and are registered 
or a course leading to a diploma at the end of the school year are 
classified a s Seniors. 
^^IDENCE REQUIREMENTS.—For a diploma in the College or 
pecia epartment, at least one full year's work must 
et*u ^arc'"^e'rnont- To receive credit for advanced 
fmm 1 & s tuc'ent must present to the Dean proper credentials 
Thp a^rov®^ institution of junior or standard college grade. 
exceed twl Cre it: given wi" t'aen be determined, in no case to exceed thirty semester hours. 
stuSt^Theateofthk1"86 required of a11 firat-year college 
ins herself t-n ^ n , course ls to assist the student in adjust-
proper distrih^-686 I • ^ ectures on habits and methods of study, 
various departments° tlmC' ^ be g'Ven by teachers in the 
One hour a week for one semester. No credit. 
EXAMINATION A ND M ARKS 
the schedule issued1 'S g'Ven in every course in accordance with 
with the follow 3t ^ end of each semester in accordance 
inglE, condition; F failure^kexaellent; B, good; C, fair; D, pass-
. X, absent from examination. 
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QUALITY HO URS 
Oualitv hours may be earned in the following manner: A six 
semester hour course completed with a grade of A is equivalent to 
quality hours; with a grade oi B, to twelve quality hours, 
and with a grade of C, to six quality hours. 
REQUIREMENTS F OR JUNIOR COLLEGE DIPLOMA 
The completion of sixty semester quantity and sixty semester 
Quality hours of college work, including English i and 2, English 
2, and 22, two or four courses of foreign language, slx ®emes"r 
hours of History, or eight semester hours of Science. Eighteen 
semester hours of work taken in special departments may be cred­
ited toward this diploma. . 
The requirements for the certificates andd 'pbmas in the  
departments of Home Economics, Secretarial Course, Physical 
Education, Art, Expression and Music are outlined under ea 
department. 
NUMBERING OF C OURSES 
Beginning with the fall of i<^7 the courses of study ofcofiege 
rank will b e designated with Arabic numerals from11 tc ,5* The 
courses of high school rank will be designated with Roman 
merals. See notes under Description of C ourses. 
S-i-g-g - * B L U n ^ 
DESCRIPTION OF C OURSES 
to Rrst y« ««•» 
Year College students CWs °Pm t0 FirSt and Sec«d 
Second Year cC^.SS^"' "° «° » " « <• 
the couree nmfere UrcZllm Y COmp,etlon °f the wo* 
for either semester of a vp ' 6 comma' If credit is allowed 
"•ted by , ' W"k ** cour« are aepa. 
my cte fo™" 
ENGLISH 
dates for any certificatethe firSt ye3r College or candi" 
Composition. An introd 
structural principles of comoosiHn""6 tHe art °f writing- A review of the 
t e technique of the essay The &*p°sitory writings, with emphasis upon 
of the dements of a rgument de Second ha,f of the course consists of a survey 
Upon more ^aginative writing simp^e narration, with emphasis 
separate types of composition tI °l ry seIections illustrative of the 
«juivalent, with individual conf rOUg^out the year> frequent themes or their 
IUm' inferences are supplementary to the work of the 
reported deficient or careless in^h^6'^60' Credit f°r required composition is 
CrJ? tal<e additionaI work in t-k & Wr,tlng of English, it will be necessary for 
Three hours a week T, ? 6 °°Urse-
First semester second 6 Sections-• sec°nd semester. „ 
J.J, _ Credit, six semester hours. 
ative poetry. Second semestertester, narration, novel, short story and 
Three hours a week mester; lync poetry, drama and essay. 
2I v-redit, six semester hours, 
and has e^ne^ °$ English Literature tu-
from Beowutf to ethqUDS'te English 1 * TtefTT 'S required for graduation 
don through the \r Restorat'on Period Th cons,sts of the survey 
Three ho Ictorian Period second part from the Restora-
Firo Urs a Week. 
13; Shak Credit, six semester hours. 
E'izabethanandoth^'"!^ Thfse "Umber of Shakespeare's plays 
rs. Particular attend comPar£d with other plays, 
'On is given to background and in-
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fluence of predecessors and contemporaries. The first semester work consists 
ofthTcomedies and histories; the second of traged'es with a few e.ghteenth 
century and modern plays in comparison. 
-Three hours a week. Q six semester hours. 
First semester, second semester. 
• 26 American Literature. A careful study of the leading American writers 
in both prose and poetry with especial emphasis on the development of Ameri­
can ideals and the new movement in American poetry. 
Two hours a week Credit four semester hours. 
First semester, second semester. > 
27; 28. Advanced Composition. An introduction to journaHsm A critical 
study of the leading forms of literary composition. Intensive practise in writ 
ing with numerous conferences. Prerequisite English ., 2. The work consists 
of essay, critical review, editorial, news story, short story metrical forms and 
other imaginative writings. 
Three hours a week Credit six semester hours. 
First semester, second semester. > 
2Q- 30 English Poetry of the Nineteenth Century: A study of the great English 
pogrom Wordsworth to Masefield. During the first semes*ir»£££ 
b given to Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley and Keats with parallel readies 
in the Minor poets of the Romantic Period The second spec^study 
is given to Browning, Tennyson, Arnold and the lea ing poe masjers_ 
parallel readings from selected essays from the Victoria p 
Ruskin, Carlyle and Newman. 
Three hours a week. ^ semester hours. 
First semester, second semester. 
BIBLE 
11; ii. A Survey of Biblical Literature. The origin1 and' rise q{ the 
Hebrew Commonwealth, and the rise of literary p P > literature 
Hebrew theocracy. The study is concluded by an examination of the 
of t he beginnings of Christianity. 
Three hours a week. ^ sjx semester hours. 
First semester, second semester. 
.3. The Life 0} Jesus. A comparative study of the four Gospels, using them 
as a basis for a review of the life and times o rist. 
Two hours a week. Credit, two semester hours. 
First semester. 
14. The Life of Paul and the Development of ^ attempt is made 
Acts and the Pauline letters form the basis o ,how the environment 
to grasp the permanent religious message of Paul, ancto show 
in the midst of which the Christian movement originated. 
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HISTORY 
N T 
cultural, religious, commercial and nobr^! accomPIished by the 
tions as influenced bv dvnl r f revolut.ons. International rela-
the period Y dy"aSt,C nValnes and revolutionary movements of 
KS £ .nst'r Is",o fe ~ ^  -
development of Eurooe and socla'> economic and political 
World War. A brief studv of Z r mtematIonal relations culminating in the 
Three hours a week ^ ^ COndiU°nS 3"d problems" 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester houis. 
underttan^ing^ffhr^di^pfob,1 ^ °f T"™ 'S desi§ned t0 8ive «" 
brief survey of Enalish ^frthe life °f EnSland '<*%• Altera 
definite lines of development"* ,1Story' the course embraces the study of 
separate problem. At some n'oTt • through from its beginning as a 
established and written bv the 't d" t C°UrS£ 3 Sma" portion of history is 
The second Jit y the Student from a°"tce material. 
on the formation and^rowth of d0"^' hiStDry ^ 
industry and the results -i , plre> development of commerce; of 
of popular control over s°°,a c anges; growth of cabinet government and 
Three hours a week ParI'amentaI f°rd^ relati<™-
^ Sem£Ster' SeC°nd ~er. credit, six semester hours. 
period from 1789 to , RfSc'" States. The first half of the course covers the 
the conditions from which '1Uroductory study of the Critical Period and 
ment of our government d ^ onst'tution was an outgrowth; the develop-
°f American democracv " " ' Constitution, with emphasis upon the rise 
°f our political structure eXpansion' and sectionalism as forces in the shaping 
manly to give the student'an fr°m '8&5 t0 the Present- Designed pri-
°f the present day. Section r • 6 ''®ent "nderstanding of the United States 
ment and industrial console between East and West; economic develop-
ems; growth of the United <;<• '°n' W'tb tbe resu'ting social and political prob-
Three hours a week 35 3 WOrld power-
First semester, second semester r .. . 
Credit, six semester hours. 
3> 24. History. This ' 
surveying the American nolir-0"^6 American Government. The course, 
activities of government nat-ir!03] System> deals with the organization and 
ea s with the making of rk3 ' Stat? and '°ca'- During the first semester 
onSmss and the federal . ... e constitution; the powers of the President, 
°n semester state and local3^' 6 ections a"d political parties. During the 
'. 1 ls open to Seniors who arc approached in a similar man 
° 3re ta'cing History zi-x-> V£ 3 3 cour8e in college American History 
c w o would l ike to be inter <jon-'unc,:'°n- It is especially beneficial t< 
' nree hours a week 
""st semester, second semester. 
Credit, six semester hours 
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X I  11. Roman Satire: Selected satires of Horace and Juvenal. Roman Com­
edy: Selected plays of Plautus and Terence. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
SFRENCH 
I I  IX Beginners Course. Grammar: Pronunciation: written and oral exer­
cises based on selected texts; dictation; conversation; reading from such texts 
as Spink, Le Beau Pays de France; Lavisse, Histoire de France (cour moyen); 
Le Brete, Mon Oncle et Mon Cure; House, Three French Comedies. 
Four hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, eight semester hours. 
17 14. Grammar Review; composition; conversation; dictation; sight read-
~Ai*\rr c •« ~..~u 00 Ra<7ttt T pc Ohe.rlei Sandeau, 
xi. The historical development of architecture, sculpture, and painting, 
through the Italian Renaissance, with special reference to the Greek and 
Gothic periods. Prints, color reproductions, stereopticon slides, etc. Library 
work, written reports. 
Three hoUrs a week. 
* FSt semester. Credit, three semester hours. 
xx. (a) The Italian Renaissance. (b) An outline study of la ter European and 
American paintings. Study of prints, color reproductions, library work, re-
ports, etc. 
Three hours a week. 
Second semester. Credit, three semester hours. 
Note: Art i and Art x I meet all requirements for Accredited J unior Colleges for thelntro-__ 
ductory Course in Art. ,, , v" 1 1 niHn^S U'1 Class-
room work and outside reading. „-,„;vnl<»nr 
Open to students who have completed French 13, 14 or its equiva . 
Three hours a week. & sjx seme$ter hours 
First semester, second semester. 
x,; X4. Nineteenth and twentieth century French literature; extensive out 
side reading; oral and written reports. Pnuivalent 
Open to students who have completed French xi, it or 
Three hours a week. ^ sjx semester hours. 
First semester, second semester. 
GERMAN 
11, 1 x. Beginners Course. Grammar, prose of at least two 
memorizing of poetry; simple paraphrasing. i^mensee, Zchokke, Der 
hundred and fifty pages from such texts as ,' Germelshausen; 
Zerbrochene Krug; Baumbach, Waldnovellen, Gerstacker, 
easy plays by Benedix, Wilhelmi or Fulda. 
Four hours a week. Credit, eight semester hours. 
First semester, second semester. w 
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HISTORY 
n, n. European History. The first part of the course covers the period from 
1500 to 1814. Evolution of European civilization, as accomplished by the 
cultural, religious, c ommercial and political revolutions. International rela­
tions as influenced by dynastic rivalries and revolutionary movements of 
the period. 
The second part covers the period from 1814 to the present. Emphasis on 
the Industrial Revolution as a factor in the social, economic and political 
development of Europe, and on the international relations culminating in the 
World War. A brief stu dy of po st-war conditions and problems. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
,/ '4- English History. The first half of the course is designed to give an 
""X1," u , I'"'*'—'!1 *""" " Money, banking and exchange. 
considered ** problems of the bminess organization are 
Topics: Transportation: government regulation of transportation; monopo-
w  ^inZ'r r'xf'0"' 71,6 distributio" of wealth and income; rent; 
of labor R? economics °f government taxation. The problems 
01 labor. Reforms of the economic system. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester r- j-. • 1 , wuu semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
SOCIOLOGY 
structure growth '""J" So"ol°Zy- c°urse undertakes to explain the origin, 
activities of society by the workings of psychical, phys-
, . goveirSMSatingJogether in a continuous process. 
o American democracy, expansion, and^iibShTm asTorces intne shaping 1 
of o ur political structure. \ 
marilv2^011^ covers tbe P^'od from 1865 to the present. Designed pri-
of the nre 3 8tudent an intelligent understanding of the United States 
rnenr anri i 'j ^ ect'or>al issues between East and West; economic develop-
Iems- a°nso'idation, with the resulting social and political prob-
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
survevinp th* i ^f1'8 'S 3 course 'n American Government. The course, 
activities of gover nment P°IltlCa! system> deals with the organization and 
it deals with the k' ' n3tl° > state and local. During the first semester 
Congress anH /"f "1® tbe institution; the powers of the President, 
second semester stat Cra ,J"dicjary; elections and political parties. During the 
ner. It is open to SeC ^ <u3' ®overnments are approached in a similar man­
or who are taking Hi"t" W ° ^ 3Ve ^ad 3 course 'n college American History, 
those who would lik !! °[y 2122 conjunction. It is especially beneficial to 
Three hours a ***** g°v™"tal affairs. 
F-st semester, second semester. Crediti six semester hours. 
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u Roman Satire: Selected satires of Horace and Juvenal. Roman Com­
edy: Selected plays of Plautus and Terence. 
Three hours a week. Credit, six semester hours. 
First semester, second semester. 
p/ FRENCH 
d • rnnrte Grammar: Pronunciation: written and oral exer-
1 h d on selected texts' dictation; conversation; reading from such texts 
lZTL ^ pfy.TF«m Lavisse, ->-) • 
U BrttMonOnclT;, Mon Cur<: H™, Three French Comnhee. 
Four hours a week. Credit, eight semester hours. 
First semester, second semester. 
,) I4. Grammar Review; composition; conversation; dictebJ°n; s1®^ 
»8h School French 
French li, iz, or its equivalent. 
Three hours a week. Credit, six semester hours. 
First semester, second semester. 
I f  16. Conversation; sufficient reading of good literature to serve asia bws 
of progress in conversation. Reports on French magazine and newspaper 
articles. 
Two hours a week. Credit, four semester hours. 
First semester, second semester. 
x,; XX. General survey of the history of French 
representative of each period; recitations, discussions and themes 
room work and outside reading. pmiivalent. 
Open to students who have completed French 13, 14 
Three hours a week. ^ six semester hours 
First semester, second semester. 
x3; x4. Nineteenth and twentieth century French literature; extensive out 
side reading; oral and written reports. , or its equivalent. 
Open to students who have completed French zi, zz or it 4 
Three hours a week. Credit, six semester hours. 
First semester, second semester. 
GERMAN 
II, ix. Beginners Course. Grammar, Pros®.^P°3'^ding of at least two 
memorizing of poetry; simple paraphrasing. Immensee Zchokke, Der 
hundred and fifty pages from such texts as htorm, cermelshausen; 
Zerbrochene Krug; Baumbach, Waldnovellen; Gerstacker, 
easy plays by Benedix, Wilhelmi or Fulda. 
Four hours a week. Credit, eight semester hours. 
First semester, second semester. 
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13, 14. Grammar, composition; written and oral exercises based on texts-
sight and parallel reading; themes; reading of about five hundred pages from 
such texts as Schiller, Die Jungfrau von Orleans; Storm, In St. Jurgen; Klenze, 
Deutsche Gedichte; Geothe, Hermann and Dorothea; Baumbach, Der 
Schwiegersohn, Freytag, Der Rittmeister von Alt-Rosen. 
Open to students who have had two years High School German or German 
11, 12 or its equivalent. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
SPANISH 
I I ,  1 2 .  Beginners Course. Grammar: the reading of about three hundred 
pages of si mple Spanish prose; written and oral exercises founded on selected 
texts; conversation. 
Four hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, eight semester hours. 
13, 14. Grammar reviewed; the reading of about three hundred pages from 
standard authors of S pain and Spanish America; composition; conversation. 
Open to students who have had two years High School Spanish or Spanish 
11, 12 or its equivalent. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
oK ^dvan2ed course> conducted chiefly in Spanish. Intensive reading of 
. ^ °UI*u Un rCt^ ^ a®es ^rom standard authors. Certain of these are read 
lar,1,aSS' 0t ^0r Parallel reading. Lectures will be given on the 
lectures6 a" ' 6 'terature- Reports will be required upon readings and 
Open to students who have completed courses 13, 14 or equivalent. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester. r- j - , Lredit, three semester hours. 
vate °f !iterature conversation, composition both pri-
vateand commercial. Prerequisite, Spanish 2, or its equivalent. 
Ihree hours a week. 
Second semester. _,. 
L-redit, three semester hours. 
MATHEMATICS 
1. 
cially helpful inTr'im^ ge"era' r2view> followed by a treatment of topics esp< 
OpS!ottudlrfTT^ ^ 3lytiC Ge°met^ and the Calculus 
Plane Geometry in high school. ^ ^  ^  °f AIgebra 3nd °nC Unit C 
Four hours a week. 
First semester. 
Credit, three semester hour; 
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,1. College Algebr a. A brief review, followed by a treatment of topics espe­
cially helpful in Trigonometry, Analytic Geometry, and the Calculus. 
Open to students who have had at least one and one-half u nits of Algebra 
and one unit of Plane Geometry in high school. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester. Credit, three semester hours. 
12. Plane Trigonometry. The work consists of trigonometric functions and 
formulae, theory and use of tables, solution of right and oblique triangles 
(with applications to problems of Physics and Surveying), inverse functions, 
trigonometric equations. 
Three hours a week. 
Second semester. Credit, three semester hours. 
21. Analytic Geometry. Graphical representation of points and curves in a 
plane, determination of the properties and relations of plane curves by a study 
of their equations and graphs. The straight line and the conic sections are fully 
investigated. The course includes an introduction to Analytic Geometry of 
three dimensions. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester. Credit, three semester hours. 
22. Differential Calculus. Beginners' Course. Methods of differentiation, with 
the usual geometric and physical applications. Problems of maxima and min­
ima, etc. Prerequisite: Mathematics 21. 
Thrpp hour? rt wpp b-
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BIOLOGY 
ii. Botany. An introduction to the fundamentals of living protoplasm; a 
study of the cell structure, physiology and ecology of plants. A survey of the 
plant kingdom from the unicellular forms to the highest flowering plants. 
Lecture, three hours; laboratory, four hours. 
First semester. Credit, four semester hours. 
12. Zoology. A study of the biological phenomena and general principles of 
animal life. Consideration is given to the practical relation of biological condi­
tions to human life. Types are selected from each animal group for compara­
tive study. 
Lecture, three hours; laboratory, four hours. 
Second semester. Credit, four semester hours. 
n. Invertebrate Zoology. A comparative study of the invertebrate groups of 
animals, their structure, classification, ecology and economic value. 
Lecture, two hours; laboratory, six hours. 
First semester. Credit, four semester hours. 
21. Vertebrate Zoology. This includes the comparative morphology of the 
back-bone animals and their special adaptations. 
Lecture, two hours; laboratory, six hours. 
Second semester. Credit, four semester hours. 
I I . Advanced course, conducted chiefly in Spanish. Intensive reading of 
about four hundred pages from standard authors. Certain of these are read 
in class; others are assigned for parallel reading. Lectures will be given on the 
language and the literature. Reports will be required upon readings and 
lectures. 
Open to students who have completed courses 13, 14 or equivalent. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester. Credit, three semester hours. 
22. A study of periodical literature with conversation, composition both pri­
vate and commercial. Prerequisite, Spanish 21 or its equivalent. 
Three hours a week. 
Second semester. Credit, three semester hours. 
MATHEMATICS 
I. College Algebra. A general review, followed by a treatment of topics espe­
cially helpful in Trigonometry, Analytic Geometry, and the Calculus. 
Open to students who have had only one unit of Algebra and one unit of 
Plane Geometry in high school. 
Four hours a week. 
First semester. Credit, three semester hours. 
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Credit Allowed in Special Subjects 
No credit is allowed for work completed below the third year 
of high school in music, art, expression, or home economics. 
Not more than two units in these subjects will be credited 
toward a high-school certificate: Music—One unit of c redit rep­
resents two lessons per week in piano, organ, violin, or voice, 
accompanied by a course in theory of music. One hours' daily 
practice is required. Art—One unit represents ten periods of super­
vised studio work per week. Expression—One unit represents five 
periods of prepared class work per week. Home Economics—One-
half unit in Cooking or in Sewing represents one lecture period 
and two double laboratory periods each week for the session. See 
the Home Fxonomics Department for descriptions of courses open 
to third and fourth year high school students. 
Classification 
The work completed by the beginning of a school year deter­
mines the class to which a student belongs. 
— 1  - • < - r r i x r o  c p r o n H  v e a r  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n .  
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BIOLOGY 
u. Botany. An introduction to the fundamentals of living protoplasm; a 
study of the cell structure, physiology and ecology of plants. A survey of the 
plant kingdom from the unicellular forms to the highest flowering plants. 
Lecture, three hours; laboratory, four hours. 
First semester. Credit, four semester hours. 
y/ 12. Zoology. A study of the biological phenomena and general principles of 
animal life. Consideration is given to the practical relation of biological condi­
tions to human life. Types are selected from each animal group for compara­
tive study. 
Lecture, three hours; laboratory, four hours. 
Second semester. Credit) four semester hours 
21. Invertebrate Zoology. A comparative study of the invertebrate groups of 
animals, their structure, classification, ecology and economic value. 
Lecture, two hours; laboratory, six hours. 
First semester. Credit, four semester hours. 
22. Vertebrate Zoology. This includes the comparative morphology of the 
back-bone animals and their cnpriol — •_/ —- •«_««*• 
Required of all students. For a description of the required and 
elective courses see Department of Physical Education. 
Requirements for the High School Certificate 
The High-School Certificate is awarded to students who have 
completed sixteen preparatory units, as described below, and the 
prescn e work in physical education. Of the required sixteen 
units at least four must be taken in Ward-Belmont. 
A unit represents five periods of at least forty-five minutes each 
QrTirT?6 °i,a ^6ar 3 suk-iect OI"dinarily taught in standard high 
schools, each recitation requiring preparation. 








3 units—including English IV. 
2 units in one language. 
1 unit. 
2 units—Algebra, 1 unit. 
Plane Geometry, 1 unit. 
1 unit in Biology, Chemistry, or 
Physics. 
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compfced below .be « _ 
resents two lessons per week in pi , g - ^ ^ 
accompanied by a sents ten periods of super-
practice ,s required. ^"-w__one unit represents five 
vised studio work per week. Expres. 10 Ttmnnmics-One-
periods of prepared el.ss work per week. Mm 
half unit in Cooking or in Sewing repres ^ 
and two double laboratory periods each week for the sess 
the Home Economics Department for descriptions of courses ope 
to third and fourth year high school students. 
completed bv the begin™ of a school yea, deter-
mines the class to which a student belongs 
Four completed units give second year c assificat on. 
Eight completed units give third year cla^™tion 
Twelve completed units give fourt year c d number of 
If a student lacks not more than one of the requ 
units, she will be given conditional classification. 
Reports and Grading System close of each month 
Reports are sent out from the office , represents 
and at the close of each semester. T e mon aineci, by daily 
the average standing which the stu ent a® n month. The 
recitations, written work and tests, uri g semester exam-
semester grade represents the c®b®™0[t stands as the per­
flation and the average of monthly g 
manent record of the student. 
The system of grading is as follows. 
A Excellent D ^aSS'n® _ 
B Above Average E Condi 1 
C Average F Failure ^ ^  
No student may receive credit in a mester unless she 
received only "D" for the monthly 
raises her grade by a satisfactory exam 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
ENGLISH 
I. Composition and grammar three times a week. Literature twice a week. 
Grammar: Special emphasis given to grammatical principles that con­
tribute to correct expression. Composition: simple narration, description, and 
letter writing. Weekly themes based on work done in school or on personal 
experience of pupils. Literature: Sketch Book, American Poetry, Merchant of 
Venice, Ivanhoe. Outside Readings, on which reports are made or tests given. 
Five periods a week. Credit, one unit. 
II. Composition and grammar three times a week. Literature twice a week. 
Grammar based on composition. Description, exposition, letter writing, 
and special methods of paragraph development. Unity and coherence stressed. 
Weekly themes corrected and returned to pupil for revision. Literature: Rime 
of the Ancient Mariner, Idylls of the King, Julius Caesar, Sir Roger de Coverley 
Papers, Silas• Marner. Outside Readings, on which reports are made or tests 
given. 
Five periods a week. Credit, one unit. 
III. Literature three times a week. Composition twice a week. 
Grammar: Review of principles necessary for correct and effective work 
in composition and literature. Composition; exposition and argumentation. 
Special emphasis given to expository outlines. Weekly themes corrected and 
returned for revision where necessary. Literature: Macbeth, Tale of Two Cities, 
Palgraves Golden Treasury, Sesame and Lilies. Outside readings, on which 
reports are made or tests given. 
Five periods a week. Credit, one unit. 
literature three times a week. Composition twice a week. Composition: 
t e our forms of composition reviewed; correctness of form required. The 
arousing of individuality and artistic consciousness stressed. Grammatical 
prmcipes reviewed when necessary. Literature: outline of the history of 
ng is iterature; study of Beowulf, Prologue to the Canterbury Tales, selec-
10ns rom the Faerie Queene, Hamlet, Milton's Minor Poems, selections from 
Jr\/en' °^e' anc* fr°m both the prose and the poetry of the Romantic and 
e ictonan writers. Parallel readings, on which reports are made or tests 
given. Open to fourth-year students 
Five periods a week. Credit, one unit. 
BIBLE 
to Sistory- An elementary history of the Bible, intended 
with t-hp ™ 6 Stj- ent fading Bible characters and events, together 
year students631*"" § 0noIogy and geography. Open to third and fourth 
Five periods a week. Credit, one unit, 
customs the wnrlT''5 h the land in which Jesus lived, its people and 
LSt h acteuof Jesus- Wes: the G-pel narratives' 
Open to third and fourth-y^rstudeS0^' th°U8ht' CUSt°mS °f "* ^  
Five periods a week. ' „ 
Courses IT I o mj t\/ . Credit, one unit. 
1 n and IV are given in alternate years. 
LATIN 
I. Essentials of Latin, regular first year work. Credit, one unit. 
Five periods a week. 
. , „ „r rwiks I-IV. Latin composition. 
II. Caesar: equivalent of BOOKS i 1 Credit, one unit. 
Hl^Cicero: Catiline Orations, Manilian Law, Archias. 
Five periods a week. 
IV. Vergil: Aeneid I-VI. Latin composition. Credit, one unit. 
Five periods a week. 
FRENCH 
the reading ol^bou.«. Jifc 
Meras et Roth, Petits Conies de France, Mai , Credit, one unit. 
Five periods a week. , 
„. Continuation of grammar; c°rnPos^°"^^,:^.'^!jj^^0is(t()fre de France; 
ing of about three hundred pages from such 
Daudet, Le Petit Chose; Labiche, Le Voyage de . Credit, one unit. 
Five periods a week. dictation; 
III. Rapid review of grammar. five hundred pages from 
poems memorized; conversation; the reac g civiHsulion France; 
iuch texts as: Buffum, Short French ^.Rarnban 
Ordonneau, Les Boulinard; Sand, La Fettle Credit, one unit. 
Five periods a week. 
SPANISH and writ-
I. Introduction to Spanish. Special e^^S'S phonetic wold study, reading, 
ing Spanish; drill on pronunciation by mea" P ds composition embody-
and exercises; practical vocabulary study of ^3^Moduction of conven­
ing the rules and forms of Spanish gramrri , g Qpen to second and 
tion into class work; reading of simple Spanish p 
third-year students. Credit, one un 
Five periods a week. ^ methods 
II. Advanced Spanish. Continuation the language^ 
&£!£££ "" Eoe"'h »'• 
Five periods a week. 
GERMAN exercises; reading 
1. Grammar and composition; verse «£ 
of at least one hundred pages °f <*syP Conversation bas 
Gliick auf; Guerhers Men und ErsahlU ^mit. 
and short lyrics memorized. 
Five periods a week. 
ill 
) i 
j| :! r 
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II. Grammar and composition; memory work, easy paraphrasing of texts 
read; conversation; sight reading and readings of at least two hundred pages 
from such texts as: HaufF, Der Zwerg Nase; Bliitgen, Das Peterle von Niimberg; 
Sudermann, Teja; Arnold, Fritz auf Ferien; Schiller, Der Nefle als Onkel. 
Five periods a week. Credit, one unit. 
HISTORY 
I. Early European History. A study of European history from ancient times 
to the middle of the seventeenth century. A brief account of the oriental coun­
tries as a background for Greek and Roman history; religious, political, social, 
and military conditions during the middle ages; the Renaissance; period of 
colonization; the Protestant Reformation. 
First semester, class reports on supplementary work. Second semester, 
summaries and outlines of both primary and secondary sources. Map work 
throughout the year. 
Five periods a week. Credit, one unit. 
II. Modern European History. A study of the history of Europe from the 
seventeenth century to the present. Rivalry for colonial possessions; consti­
tutionalism in England; the French Revolution; Reconstruction and Reaction 
in the first half of nineteenth century; England's colonial development and 
expansion; imperialism and democracy; the Industrial Revolution; develop­
ment of modern European powers, their conflicting interests and policies at 
home and abroad; the World War; the World Settlement, and the Disarma-
ment Conference. 
Parallel reading; special reports; current history correlated with the text; 
map work. 
Five periods a week. Credit, one unit. 
III. English History. A study of English history from the Roman occupation 
of Britain through the World War. The political, social, religious, and economic 
elements in the growth of the English people; England's colonial development 
and imperial problems; her advance as a world power; alliances and ententes; 
the World War, and the post-war problems. 
Map books; bi-monthly reports on approximately four hundred pages of 
outside reading; short, individual research studies, oral and written; a term 
paper submitted at the close of the second semester. Open to second and 
third-year students. 
Five periods a week. r- j-Credit, one unit. 
. American History. Survey of the colonial period, with emphasis upon 
institutions; a more intensive study of the critical period; 
economic p n.ationa^ g°vernment; the westward expansion; tariff; 
Drohlp a"ri P°ItlCa Pr°b'ems during the Reconstruction Period; other 
Unted W m°Vem'"ts of the nineteenth century; the expansion of the 
World War ^ rV,WOr p0wer at tke beginning 0f the twentieth century; the 
ment are litud?edM-h pij. ms inv°'ved. The forms and functions of govern-
nt are studied, the formation and interpretation of our Constitution. 
to fourth-year^'tuife'nts.6013' rePOrtS' CUITent happenines> map work- 0pen 
Five periods a week. 
Credit, one unit. 
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ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY 
Economics. An Introduction to Economics. A study of economic factors re­
lating to labor, capital, and production; origin of the banking system; foreign 
and domestic commerce; agricultural problems; and economic problems of 
cities, of trades, and of taxation. The American Federation of Labor; recent 
labor legislation, together with proposed reform measures. One period each 
week devoted to present day national and international problems. 
Parallel readings and supplementary reports. Open to fourth-year students. 
Five periods a week. Second semester. Credit, one-half unit. 
Sociology. An Introduction to Sociology. Origin of the family, forms of the 
family, historical development and problems of the modem family; growth of 
population and its distribution; immigration and recent laws controlling it; 
problems of rural and urban communities; a rapid survey of the principles of 
Socialism in relation to education and progress. 
Extensive parallel reading, and special reports on various modem problems. 
Current problems are correlated with the text. Open to fourth-year students. 
Five periods a week. First semester. Credit, one-half unit. 
MATHEMATICS 
Algebra I. Elementary Algebra. This course includes Positive and Negative 
Numbers, Fundamental Operations, Fractional and Simultaneous Equations 
(including graphical solution of a pair of linear equations with two unknowns), 
Fractions, Highest Common Factor and Lowest Common Multiple, Square 
Root of Polynomials, and the solution of Quadratic Equations. 
Five periods a week. Credit, one unit. 
Algebra II. Advanced Algebra. The following topics are treated: a review of 
Course I; Simultaneous Quadratic Equations; Ratio, Proportion, and Varia­
tion; Elementary Theory of Exponents, Radicals, and Equations; graphical 
representation of simple relations between two variables; Binomial Theorem; 
Arithmetic and Geometric Progressions. 
Five periods a week. Credit, one unit. 
I I I .  Plane Geometry. Solution of many original problems which follow the 
general study of Theorems. Special attention given to careful construction ot 
figures. Notebook work comprises all original problems solved. 
. , ,, Credit, one unit. Five periods a week. 
IV. Solid Geometry. Lines and Planes, Polyhedrons, Cylinders, Cones, and 
Spheres are treated. Easily constructed models are used, and frequent refer-
ences to Plane Geometry are made. 
f~- J:t- unit-




Zoology An elementary course in the study of animal life, of animal struc, 
ture and physiology. A general survey of the animal kingdom with reference 
to the economic relations to man. 
Open to third and fourth-year students. Three recitations a week and 
two double periods of laboratory and field work. 
First semester. Credit> one'half unit-
Botany. An elementary course in the study of plants; their morphology 
physiology, classification and economic values. 
Open to third and fourth-year students. Three recitations a week and two 
double periods of laboratory and field work. 
Second semester. Credit, one-half unit. 
CHEMISTRY 
A c ourse planned to give the student a general knowledge of the facts and 
principles of Chemistry which will be of practical value in every day life. Open 
to third and fourth-year students. 
Recitations, three periods a week; laboratory, two double periods a week. 
Credit, one unit. 
PHYSIOGRAPHY 
An elementary course which reviews the natural features of the earth's sur­
face and the natural forces which govern its formation. 
Open to first and second-year students, second semester. 
Five periods a week. Credit, one-half unit. 
PHYSIOLOGY 
An introductory course in the study of the human body, dealing with its 
general structure and with the principles which govern hygienic living. Atten­
tion given to school hygiene. Recitation and demonstration. 
Open to first and second-year students, first semester. 
Five periods a week. Credit, one-half unit. 
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HOME ECONOMICS 
The Department of Home Economics offers courses dealing 
with the principles underlying the proper management of the home. 
Courses are planned to meet the needs of students who desire a 
general knowledge of Home Economics as part of a general educa­
tion, and also for those who wish to teach. The courses are so ar­
ranged that students may transfer, after completion of their second 
college year, and pursue advanced courses. 
HOME ECONOMICS DIPLOMA 
The Home Economics Diploma is granted upon the comple­
tion of sixty semester hours of college work including: 
Foods ii, 12 or Foods i, 2 
Foods 21, 22. 
Chemistry ii, 12. 
Chemistry 23, 24. 
Physiology 11, 12. 
English 1,2. 
Clothing 11, 12, including Textiles, or Clothing 
1, 2, including Textiles. 
Clothing 21, 22, including a three hour course in 
Costume Design especially provided by the 
Art Department. 
CERTIFICATE IN FOODS 
The Certificate in Foods is granted upon completion of thirty-
two semester hours of college work as follows: 
Foods 11, 12 or Foods 1,2-
Foods 21, 22. 
Chemistry ii, 12. 
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Costume Design especially provided by the 
Art Department. 
English i,2. 
a ~a u,, i-K#. Junior College Department are not included in the extra 
charge for ^e wo?k°oftSs department, although they are required for a Certificate or Diploma 
of this department. 
A suggested course of study for the Home Economics Diploma 
follows: 
First Year 
Foods n, 12 or Foods i, i. 
Chemistry n, 12. 
Clothing 11, 12, including Textiles, or Clothing 
1, 2, in cluding Textiles. 
Physiology 11, 12. 
English 1, 2. 
Second Year 
Foods 21, 22. 
Clothing 21, 22, in cluding a three hour course in 
Costume Design. 4 > 
Chemistry -fT, xij > 
and the equivalent of eight semester hours chosen 
from subjects offered in the second year. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES IN FOODS 
HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT 
A study of the principles of cookery, composition of foods and combinations 
of food materials. 
One lecture and four laboratory periods a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, one-half unit. 
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Test for promotion: Advanced -
per minute for fifteen minutes with not more'tha^ix^" ***** 
- ^separate credit 
SES-SteH -^itS'pirir'Kr arddkeep a « 
entry bookkeeping; practice in the use of checks, drafcand Zt; Spt^! 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES IN TEXTILES AND 
CLOTHING 
HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT 
A study of the fundamental principles of sewing. Practice in hand and machine 
work; the use of commercial patterns; discussion of materials and suitable 
trimmings. 
One lecture and four laboratory periods a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, one-half unit. 
COLLEGE DEPARTMENT 
Five hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
Penmanship. Particular attention is given to position, form, movement and 
speed. Drills are given on various movement exercises to help get smooth lines 
to establish correct pen holding, to loosen the muscles, to increase the speed' 
to fix firmly the habit of correct movement. 
Penmanship is required of all students taking Stenography and Bookkeep­
ing, but no separate credit is given. 
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Costume Design especially provided by the 
Art Department. 
English i, 2. 
A thf Innior College Department are not included in the extra 
charge for SwoA of'this department, although they are required for a Certificate or Diploma 
of this department. 
A suggested course of study for the Home Economics Diploma 
are strongly recommended to cover this elective requirement. 
Note• Courses offered by the Junior College department are not included in the extra charge 
for the work of this department, although they arc required for a Certificate of this department. 
Stenography i, 2. This course embraces the fundamental principles of the 
system of shorthand, with special emphasis upon word signs and construction, 
elements of p hrase writing, accuracy tests and letter writing. Shorthand pen­
manship drills will be given daily. No credit is given for this course unless 
taken at same time with Typewriting I, 2. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, four semester hours. 
Stenography 11, 12 . Attention is given to phrasing and ability to write and 
' l ' )' 'ill II1  I I ' ... .. vuvr-nvna- vv«.wm — 
Costume Design. ^ ^ 
Chemistry f\, zi) 
and the equivalent of eight semester hours chosen 
from subjects offered in t he second year. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES IN FOODS 
HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT 
A study of t he principles of cookery, composition of foods and combinations 
of food materials. 
One lecture and four laboratory periods a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, one-half unit. 
" 1'ivi, pcnuvjj- COLLEGE DEPARTMENT 
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Test for promotion: Advanced new mat-fcr 1 
per minute for fifteen minutes with not more than six errors °rty"five WOrds 
Must be taken in connection with Stenography 11 iz . 
is given for this course. Five hours a week. ' separate credit 
Bookkeeping ., 7. Each student is required to have and keep a complete set 
of books which covers two fiscal periods. The work includes single and douWe 
entry bookkeeping; practice in the use of checks, drafts and notes; the prepa ! 
mg of balance sheets, statements of profit and loss; and closing the led2e 
Books usedin this set are: (.) Boofc of original entry, such as cash, sales and 
purchase books; (2) the ledger as a final record of account. 
Typewriting 1, 2 must be taken at the same time unless special permission 
is granted otherwise. * 1 
Five hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, four semester hours. 
Accounting 11, 12. This is a study of partnership contracts, methods of for m­
ing a partnership and accounts with partners. Classification of accounts 
accrued and deferred items are analyzed and adjusting entries made followed 
by balance sheets, profit and loss statements, and journal entries to close the 
ledger. Then a post-closing trial balance is taken to prove the correctness of 
the work. 
Five hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
Penmanship. Particular attention is given to position, form, movement and 
speed. Drills are given on various movement exercises to help get smooth lines, 
to establish correct pen holding, to loosen the muscles, to increase the speed' 
to fix firmly the habit of correct movement. 
Penmanship is required of a ll students taking Stenography and Bookkeep­
ing, but no separate credit is given. 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
The value of Physical Education, both morally and ethically, 
the training of the body for utility and grace, and the intelligent 
care of it for protection against weakness and disease, make the 
department of Physical Education one of greatest importance. 
Every effort has been made to make the equipment and manage­
ment as complete as possible. Physical training is given free of 
charge to all students, and is required of them for at least three 
hours a week in every year. A physical examination is given at the 
beginning of the session, and a record is kept of the condition of 
the individual. From this record the student is advised as to the 
kind and amount of exercise best suited to her needs. 
The Gymnasium.—The Gymnasium Building, recently con­
structed, is complete in every detail. On the main floor are two 
gymnasium rooms—one, 90x50 feet, for general activity; the other, 
50x28 feet, equipped for special exercise. On this floor also are the 
executive offices and an examining room. A balcony surrounding 
the main gymnasium furnishes ample space for spectators. On the 
balcony floor are recitation rooms, a dancing studio, and a trophy 
room. On the lower floor are the lockers, dressing rooms, shower 
baths, and hair dryers. On this floor also is a shampoo room, four 
bowling alleys, and an instructor's office. 
The Swimming Pool.—The swimming pool is in a separate 
building, adjoining the Gymnasium Building. It is 23x50 feet, and 
is constructed of white tile. The water is constantly filtered and 
sterilized, and is kept at the temperature necessary for comfort. 
The pool room is 66x28, feet, 30 feet in height, surrounded by a 
spectators balcony, and supplied with windows on both the pool 
and balcony floors. A glass roof gives added light. 
The Athletic Field.—The outdoor equipment consists of two 
athletic fields (100x50 yards), three basket-ball courts, an archery 
range, four tennis courts, a nine-hole obstacle golf course, and a 
riding ring. Adding to the completeness of this equipment is a 
cement court (179x40 feet), which makes possible the playing of 
tennis and other games outdoors the entire year. 
The Stable. Kentucky and Tennessee are world-famed as the 
birthplace of the American saddle horse. It seems altogether fit­
ting that a school situated within a few miles of the famous Belle 
Meade Stock Farm should offer every opportunity to its students 
to perfect themselves in the one sport for which the South for gen­
erations has been preeminent. 
T  
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is done with pencil, pen, ink and water color. Lectures in home furnishing 
and Costume Design are given in the last semester. g 
Ten hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
13,14. General Course. During the first semester of the year this course in­
cludes cast and portrait drawing in charcoal, four hours a week; freehand 
perspective and sketching in pencil, two hours a week; water color, four hours 
a week. 
In the second semester the course covers life drawing, two hours a week-
painting in water color, four hours a week; p ictorial composition, four hours 
a week. 
Prerequisite, two years of High School Drawing or equivalent. 
Ten hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
21, 22. General Course, continued. During the first semester the course covers 
life d rawing from costumed model, four hours a week; color painting in oil 
or water color, four hours a week; history of c ostume, two hours a week. 
The second semester includes Design in terms of illustration, four h ours 
a week; Costumed Figure, four hours a week; Pen and Ink Technique, two 
hours a week. 
Prerequisite, Art 13, 14 or its equivalent. 
Ten hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
15, 16. Costume Design and Commercial Illustration. During the first semester 
this course includes Freehand Drawing, four hours a week; Design and Letter­
ing, four hours a week; Costume and Commercial Illustration, two hours 
a week. 
In the second semester the following are given: Freehand Perspective and 
Sketching, four hours a week; Pictorial Composition, two hours a week; Water 
Color, four hours a week. 
Prerequisite, two years of High School Drawing or its equivalent. Work in 
the General Art Course will be required of st udents whose High School Art 
is unsatisfactory. 
Ten hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
23, 24. Costume Design and Commercial Illustration. Advanced Course. This 
course includes Life Drawing, four hours a week; Water Color—life and cos­
tume, four hours a week; Costume Illustration, two hours a week; History of 
Costume, two hours a week. 
Prerequisite, Art 15, 16. 
Twelve hours a week. 
First semester. Credit, four semester hours. 
In the second semester this course includes Life Drawing, two hours a week 
Costume Design, four hours a week; Costume Illustration, two hours a week, 
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Commercial Illustration, two hours a week; History of Costume, two hours 
a week. ' " ' 
Twelve hours a week. 
Second semester. Credit, four semester hours. 
17, 18. Interior Decoration. During the first semester this course includes 
architectural details—mouldings, cornices, trim; window construction—double 
wing, French and casement; Furniture Construction; reduction of chintz pat­
terns to scale; study of curtains making and hanging; elevations in water 
color of bedroom; History of Period Furniture. 
For the second semester the course covers study of paneling—fireplaces; 
arrangement of furniture; elevations in water color of breakfast room—living 
room; History of Furniture, continued. 
Prerequisite, two years of High School Art or its equivalent. Work in the 
General Art Course will be required of students whose High School Art is not 
satisfactory. 
Ten hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
25> z 6. Interior Decoration. Advanced Course. This course includes rooms 
done in perspective to scale—rendered in water color; layout in each room in 
pen and ink; four drawings in perspective required—bedroom, dining room, 
library and living room. Period rooms required—Italian Renaissance, English 
Renaissance, French and English 18th Century. 
Prerequisite, Art 17, 18. 
Ten hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
J.F A E J). BELMONT 
SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION 
The aim of this school is to arouse an interest in the dignity 
and purity of speech and to establish right vocal interpretation of 
literature. This must be accomplished through scientific training 
of mind, voice and body which stimulates self-confidence, leader­
ship and creative power. Emphasis is placed upon the study of the 
voice, its causes and condition. Every effort is made to eradicate 
all local dialects and speech defects. 
A weekly class lesson in Public Speaking is offered to all stu­
dents without extra charge. 
A certificate in Expression is awarded to those students who 
complete satisfactorily thirty semester hours of college work in­
cluding English 1, 2, six semester hours of English selected from 
courses 10 to 50, and Expression 1, 2 and 11,12. 
A diploma in Expression is awarded to those students who com­
plete satisfactorily sixty semester hours of college work including 
eighteen semester hours of English, Expression 1, 2, 11 > 12 > an 
21 22. 
Note: Courses offered by the Junlor C^lege dcPart™?"ba£; | "a'cStificMe'Sr'dfploma of this 
for the work of this department, although they are required lor a certmca 
department. 
HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT 
I. The study of the voice and its cause, study of voice conditions, andim­
provement of the voice; freedom of body from constriction, harmonic tram g 
of body in response to thinking. . , . rue;r 
The study of receiving ideas, ideas and response o mm , ^ blemS) 
connection; spontaneous elements, sympathetic e emen , ^ j ^ 
dramatic insight through early forms of literature, myths, legends, ia.ry 
stories; readings, one-act plays. 
Prerequisite, third year high school standing. Credit, one unit. 
Four hours a week. 
I I .  V o i c e  t r a i n i n g ,  p r o b l e m s  i n  v o i c e  T l o d u ! ^ ! ° ^  ^ e x p r e s s i o n ,  d r a m a t i c  
elements of thinking, logical thinking, foun stories, fairy stories, 
problems, dramatization of early forms of literature, folk™, 
myths, legends, ballads, narratives, selected readings, 
Prerequisite, fourth year high school stan ing. Credit, one unit. 
Four hours a week. 
COLLEGE DEPARTMENT 
1, z. Fundamentals of Vocal Expression. of ,ogical and creative 
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exercises in phonetics and diction. Application of orincinl. k 
speaking, various forms of literature pageantry JLl public 
cisms, and methods of teaching. pageantry' modem °ne-act plays, criti-
Three hours recitation, two hours supervised practice a week 
First semester, second semester. • 
Credit, six semester hours. 
u, 12. Literary and Dramatic Interpretation. 
Stress is laid upon progressive methods and systematic train;™ k .u 
ganization of knowledge of right conditions, and by SSl °-" 
( b )  Inv estigation in corrective speech methods (clinic) 
histidcflTv^menfof thTm ** **' °f,miniature mode>s lowing the 
pment of the stage, costumes, lighting, and settings for plays 
Prerequisites: I, 2 or its equivalent. 
First^emest With r6quired and ^vised practice. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
21,22. Theory and Methods. 
ord z^; in pharyngeai and -
normal work (opportunity ri nk technlcal). principles of teaching and 
speech form and pantomLe. 3 3SSIStm0de' classes)- search in 
art,Admmad™olnnta' °f Cr£ative thinkin® aPplied pl^°™ 
and producing living drama. rOWnmg)' SCenes from Shakespeare, and acting 
including English t0"rSeS 1' 2 and IO' 11 anc* twelve semester hours of English 
^ required and supervised practice, couer, second semester p 1.. , Credit, six semester hours. 
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SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
The Ward-Belmont School of Music possesses the combined 
virtues of the Belmont School of Music and the Ward Conserva­
tory, both of which had long been the objects of the high praise and 
the generous patronage of educated musicians both in and out of 
Nashville. It is more than a complete modern Conservatory of 
Music; it offers to music students what all of them need—supple­
mentary work in English, Literature, and the Modern Languages. 
The "mere musician," the talented player or singer who lacks gen­
eral education, will be to-morrow more than ever before at a dis­
advantage, and will be regarded as just so much less a musician. 
The best musical educators are agreed that general mental disci­
pline should not precede, but should continuously accompany, musi­
cal studies; and schools of music are seeking what we have already 
at hand—intimate affiliation with literary classroom work. Under 
our system, musical study and practice are not allowed to suffer 
or be crowded out, but the student is shown how she may become 
both a cultured woman and a thorough musician. Our musical 
faculty is probably the largest and most expensively maintained 
one in any school for girls in America. No teacher is chosen who 
has not had the best of advantages, most of them in both this 
country and Europe, teachers who have supplemented graduation 
from the leading conservatories with years of special study under 
the recognized masters of two continents. All of them are tested 
teachers. Piano, Voice, Violin and certain other stringed instru­
ments, Pipe Organ, Theory, Harmony, Composition, History and 
Appreciation of Music, Interpretation, Ear Training, Sight Play­
ing and Chorus, Ensemble and Orchestral Work, Repertoire and 
Memorizing, and Faculty, Student, and Artist Recitals all, and 
more, take their appropriate places and contribute to the creation 
of a wholesome and inspiring musical atmosphere. Such an atmos­
phere is possible nowhere except in a large school where musical 
education is seriously undertaken by a faculty composed of te ste 
professional musical educators. Frequent student recitals are given, 
as are recitals and lectures by members of the faculty and ot er 
eminent musicians. Pupils may attend the best concerts in t e 
city. Operas are frequently given by excellent companies, and the 
world's greatest artists appear in Nashville from time to time, 
immediate and convenient value of these advantages at our own 
door will be the more apparent when it is known that our stu en 
may have throughout the season the great musica entertain 
.? -1 " " • i 8 I I 0 » T 
but . very few of which other Southern schools can enjoy, ,„d these 
only by means of travel and additional expense from the smaller 
towns into the city. r 
Ninety pianos, including ten Steinway Grands and two Stein-
way Duo-Art Pianolas, are available for school use 
Instruction is not offered in mandolin or banjo. 
Boarding students specializing in Music are required to take 
at least one literary course. 
CURRICULUM OF THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
CERTIFICATES AND DIPLOMAS 
No one may apply for a certificate or diploma who has not completed the 
equivalent of fif teen high-school units. 
Pupils desiring to become candidates for certificates and diplomas must 
announce themselves through their respective teachers not later than October 20 
There will be held between February 1 an d 15 and between May 1 and i< 
examinations on the requirements for certificates and diplomas. The candi-
Tf ,n FuebrUary stand an examination before the music directors on 
the ™ technic required and one-half the repertoire. An examination of 
the remaining half of the requirements must be taken before May 15. 
, f ndidates for certificates and diplomas must appear in public recital at 
least three times during the session. 
COURSE OF STUDY FOR CERTIFICATE IN PIANO 
through?*'-1', Maj°/ &aIe P'ayed With both hands in Parallel motion 
and Tenth ^ (minimum •P«d. 4 notes to M. M. 1,2); Thirds, Sixths, 
and Tenths, and contrary motion (speed, 4 notes to M. M. 100). 
alleTmnthW Harmonic and Melodic, played with both hands in par­allel motion (speed, 4 notes to M. M. 112). 
portan^nto touches.0' '11UStrating varied rhythms and Iegat°> staccato, and 
ished Wnrh Mn°r' i^n0r' 3nd Diminished T"ads; Dominant and Dimin­ished Sevenths, all with added octaves. 
DimlnishedfC-v '?uTu°U! formS °" Major or Minor Triads; Dominant and 
b Douh^r , Ch°rdS (speed' • notes to M. M. 72). 
M. M. 60) 'r S 3'|0r ^ca'es P'ayecl hands alone (speed, 4 notes to 
notes to M. M. bo)'3'0"'0 ^ Cbromatic Sca'es, all Tonic Triads (speed, 4 
"Fifty SelTOted^Stud^ies'^^weLe^^hT S°natas; eight Cramer studies fr0m 
Part; eight Czern-u .1 - r Bach inventions, at least four of them three-
dons from Schumann"f xT™ ®pus 299• f°ur Chopin Preludes; four selec-
by well-knownjour M^bsohn's "Songs Without Words;" ten pieces 
and modern composers. 
Harmony 13 j4 a r «.•/; 
without the successful co "! '. Cate P'ano w'" not be awarded to a pupil 
on page 63. mp etlon of the requirements in Harmony as outlined 
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History of Music 15, 16.—The candidate for the certificate must have had 
one year of History of Music, and must have acquired a musical vocabulary 
embracing the musical terms in common use and their abbreviations. 
Ear Training and Solfeggio 11, 12.—The candidate for the certificate must 
be able to play at sight: hymns; either part of a moderately difficult duet 
(Kuklau or Diabelli Sanatinas, for instance); accompaniments for moderately 
difficult songs or violin solos. 
Piano Certificate Examination 
1. Technic as stated in paragraphs 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, above. 
2. Memorized Rtperloire.—One Chopin Prelude, selected from Nos. 3, 6, 
10, 11, 14, 15, 17, 21, 22, 23; or one selection from Schumann such as Nacht-
stuck; or one Mendelssohn "Songs Without Words," such as Nos. 1, 18;four 
pieces such as Mendelssohn, Scherzo in E Minor; Liszt, Consolation in D Flat; 
MacDowell, Elfin Dance; Debussy, Arabesque No. 2; one movement of a 
Sonata such as Beethoven, Op. 2, No. 1; one two-part Bach invention and one 
three-part Bach invention; one Cramer or one Czerny study. 
3. Sight Playing.—Hymns; Clementi and Diabelli Sonatinas; an easy ac­
companiment for a song. 
COURSE OF STUDY FOR CERTIFICATE IN VOICE 
Technic.—Major and Minor Scales; Major and Minor Arpeggios; scales, 
crescendo and diminuendo; crescendo and diminuendo on single tones; illus­
trations of legato and staccato singing; scales in triplets. 
Vocal Compositions.—Studies from Vaccai, Sieber, Behnke, Salvatore 
Marchesi, Concone, Lamperti; two operas, two oratorios, ten songs from the 
Italian, German, French, and English schools. 
The candidate must present a clear voice, perfectly even in its scale, free 
from tremolo or other serious imperfections. The intonation must be pure and 
accurate, and the breathing must be diaphragmatic. 
Sight Playing.—The candidate must be able to sing at sight any part of a 
given hymn, any song not containing distant modulations; must be able to 
play hymns and accompaniments to moderately difficult songs on the piano, 
and must have finished the third grade in Piano. 
The requirements for Harmony, History of Music, Ear Training, and 
Musical Vocabulary are the same as in Piano. 
Voice Certificate Examination 
1. Technic as stated above. 
2. TJnmemorized Repertoire.—Two studies from Vaccai, two from Salvatore 
Marchesi, two from Concone; two songs, one selection from an opera and one 
from an oratorio. 
3- Memorized Repertoire.—One selection from an opera and one from an 
oratorio; eight songs. 
COURSE OF STUDY FOR CERTIFICATE IN VIOLIN 
Technic.— i. Scales, major and minor (melodic and harmonic), 
octaves (4 notes to M. M. 100). 
2. Arpeggios, major and minor (4 notes to M. M. 80). 
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3. Scales in octaves, thirds and sixths, two octaves (4 notes to M. M 72) 
4. Bowing Studies: Sevcik, Op. 2, Book II. ' 
5. Studies for development of the left hand and accuracy of intonation-
Svencenski and Schradieck. 
Etudes: Kreutzer, Fiorillo, and Rode. 
Violin Compositions. Repertoire of fifteen compositions, from classical 
and modern schools, including one complete concerto and one sonata, selected 
from the following list: Concertos—No. 22, by Viotti; No. 7, by De Beriot; 
No. 6, by Rode; No. 2, by Spohr; a major by Mozart; sonatas by Handel' 
Tartmi, Nardini, etc.; Andante and Scherzo, by David; Legende, by Wien-
iawski. 
Sight Playing—The candidate must be able to play at sight duets by 
Pleyel, Viotti, or sonatas of the same grade of difficulty. 
The candidate must have studied Mazas, Op. 36, Vols. I and II; Dont 
(preparatory to Kreutzer); and Kreutzer Studies. 
The requirements in Harmony, History of Music, and Ear Training are the 
same as in Piano. 
The candidate must have attended orchestra or ensemble practices for at 
least one session, must be able to play on the piano accompaniments to solos 
of moderate difficulty, and must have finished the third grade in Piano. 
Violin Certificate Examination 
1. Technic as stated above. 
2. Etudes, Unmemorized. Examples selected from the etudes of Kreutzer, 
iorillo, and Rode, illustrative of various bowing and rhythmical styles, and 
problems of phrasing and intonation. Kreutzer: No. 4 (4 notes to M. M. 100), 
™Y; notes t0 M- M- 84), No. 15 (4 notes to M. M. 84), No. 35 (4 notes to 
M. M. 92). Fiorillo: No. 2 (4 notes to M. M. 84), No. 4 (4 notes to M. M. 72), 
No. 20 (4 notes to M. M. 84). Rode: No. 1 (4 notes to M. M. 84), No. 5 (4 
notes to M. M. 80), No. 11 (4 notes to M. M. 100), No. 17 (4 notes to M. M. 
100), No. 22 (4 notes to M. M. 72). 
3- Memorized Repertoire.—One complete sonata by either Handel, Nar-
lni, etc., two principal movements selected from a concerto by Viotti, De 
schools ^°^r' ^ °de' etC'' ei8ht concert pieces, representing classic and modern 
4. XJnmemorLed Repertoire. Five compositions of like grade of memorized 
teacher"^6' tW° movements a sonata, prepared without assistance of the 
5. Sight Playing.—Duets of Pleyel, Viotti, etc. 
COURSE OF STUDY FOR CERTIFICATE IN PIPE ORGAN 
excenrinT.i, rei3uirements in manual technic are the same as in Piano, 
that the • 3t ' 6 ranSe °f scales and arpeggios is adapted to the organ and 
that the minimum speed for special technic is considerably lowered. 
sonatas of shorter preludes and fugues of Bach; two 
composer- six T I r" ^ SS,°hn' Guilmant, Merkel, Rheinberger, or a modem 
fi T  uEdudy'S ChUrCh and C°"cert °r®aniSt; ten 
American composers. ' V ch must ^ bV modern English, French, and 
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Sight Playing.—The candidate for the certificate must be able to play at 
sight the following: hymns, arranging and registering them suitably for con­
gregational singing; moderately difficult accompaniments for anthems and 
solos; short trios for two manuals and pedals; a quartette in vocal score four 
staves in G and F clefs. The candidate must also be able to transpose a hymn 
or chant one tone above or below the original key. 
The requirements in Harmony, History of Music, and Ear Training are the 
same as for Piano. 
The student must have an adequate knowledge of the construction of the 
Pipe Organ, and must have had experience in church or chapel service playing. 
Pipe Organ Certificate Examination 
1. Technic as stated above. 
2. Unmemorized Repertoire.—Two preludes and fugues of Bach; one com­
plete sonata; one movement of a sonata, to be prepared without assistance or 
instruction; three standard compositions. 
3. Memorized Repertoire.—One standard composition. 
4- Sight Playing as stated above. 
COURSE OF STUDY FOR DIPLOMA IN PIANO 
Technic, i. Major and Minor Scales, with both hands in parallel motion 
through four octaves (speed, 4 notes to M. M. 132); Thirds, Sixths, and 
Tenths, and contrary motion (speed, 4 notes to M. M. 112). 
2. Chords: Major, Minor, and Diminished Triads; Dominant, Minor, and 
Diminished Seventh Chords, all with added octaves. 
3. Arpeggios on Major and Minor Triads; Dominant, Minor, and Dimin­
ished Seventh Chords in all positions (speed, 4 notes to M. M. 112). 
4. Double Thirds, Major and Minor Scales, with both hands in parallel 
motion (speed, 4 notes to M. M. 84); Chromatic Minor Thirds (speed, 4 notes 
toM. M. 92). 
5- Octaves: Diatonic and Chromatic Scales (speed, 4 notes to M. M. 92). 
6. Octaves: Arpeggios of Major and Minor Triads and Chords of the 
Seventh. 
Piano Compositions.—Two complete sonatas; one principal movement of a 
Concerto; four Preludes and Fugues from "The Well-Tempered Clavichord;" 
at least half of a Bach Partita or Suite; four selections from Chopin, including 
two etudes; two selections from Schumann; six selections from Czemy, Op. 
74o or dementi's "Gradus ad Pamassum;" two selections from Liszt; four 
selections from well-known classical and modem composers, such as Glinka-
Balakirew L Alouette; Griffes, Scherzo; Brahms, Rhapsodie in E flat; Debussy, 
Reflets dans 1'eau. 
Harmony 23, 24.—A diploma in piano will not be awarded to a pupil with­
out the successful completion of the requirements in Harmony 23, 24 as out­
lined on page 64. 
History of Music 25, 26.—The candidate for graduation must have had two 
years of History of Music, and must have acquired a musical vocabulary em­
bracing the musical terms in common use and their abbreviations. 
Par Training 21, 22.—The candidate for graduation must have had two 
years in Ear Training. 
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Sight Playing.—The candidate for graduation must be able to play at sight 
several of Mozart's sonatas and the easier ones of Haydn. 
Piano Diploma Examination 
1. Technic.—As stated in paragraphs 1-6, above. 
2. Memorized Repertoire.—One principal movement of a Concerto; one 
complete Sonata; one Prelude and Fugue from Bach; one Etude, Sherzo Bal-
-Iade, or Polonaise from Chopin; one selection from Schumann; one selection 
from Liszt; four difficult selections from well-known classical and modem 
composers. 
COURSE OF STUDY FOR DIPLOMA IN VOICE 
Technic.—Major and Minor Scales; Major and Minor Arpeggios at a 
greater speed than required for certificate; double octaves, with a semitone 
crescendo and diminuendo; one phrase of ascending and descending turns; 
scales in seconds, triplets, and fourths; trills illustrations of staccato and legato 
singing; chromatic scales. 
Vocal Compositions.—Studies from Mathilde Marchesi, Panofka, Lam-
perti, "100 Vocalises for All Voices, Selected from Famous Composers," by 
Eduardo Marzo; two operas, two oratorios besides those studies for certificate, 
fourteen songs from the Italian, German, French, and English schools. 
The candidate must present a clear voice, perfectly even in its scale, free 
from tremolo or other serious imperfections; the intonation must be pure and 
accurate, and the breathing must be diaphragmatic. 
Sight Playing.—The candidate must be able to sing at sight any part of a 
hymn, any song not containing distant modulations, and be able to play hymns 
and accompaniments to more advanced songs on the piano. 
The candidate for graduation in Voice must have finished the fourth grade 
in Piano. 
The requirements in Harmony, History of Music, Ear Training, and Musi­
cal Vovabulary are the same as in Piano. 
Voice Diploma Examination 
1. All Technic as stated above. 
2. Unmemorized Repertoire.—One study from Mathilde Marchesi, one from 
Lamperti, one from Panofka, and one selection from 'Too Vocalises;" one selec­
tion from an opera and one from an oratorio; one aria prepared without assist­
ance ; four songs. 
•). Memorized Repertoire.—One selection from an opera and one from an 
oratorio; ten songs. 
COURSE OF STUDY FOR DIPLOMA IN VIOLIN 
Technic.—i. Scales, all major and minor scales (melodic and harmonic), 
three octaves (4 notes to M. M. 132). 
2. Arpeggios, major and minor (4 notes to M. M. 120); Chord Studies by 
Happich (4 notes to M. M. 100). 
3. Scales, three octaves, in thirds, tenths, octaves, and sixths (4 notes to 
M. M. 72). 
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4. Bowing Studies by Kross and Sevcik. 
5. Finger development: Schradieck, No. II; Trill Studies by Svencenski. 
Eludes.—Rovelli, Dont, Gavinie, etc. 
Violin Compositions.—Twenty compositions, at least fifteen memorized, 
from classical and modern schools, including one complete concerto, and one 
sonata, selected from Concerto No. 2 by Wieniawski, Concerto in E Minor by 
Mendelssohn, Concerto in G Minor by Bruch, Concerto No. 4 by Vieuxtemps, 
Concerto in D Major by Mozart, etc.; a sonata by either Handel, Corelli, 
Tartini (G Minor), or Grieg (C Minor), etc.; one Bach sonata; Polonaise in 
E Minor by Wieniawski, Ziguenerweisen by Sarasate, Andante and Rondo 
Capriccioso by Saint-Saens. 
Sight Playing.—The candidate must be able to play at sight sonatas by 
Haydn and Mozart, the less difficult sonatas by Beethoven, and other violin 
music of similar grade. 
The requirements in Harmony, History of Music, and Ear Training are 
the same as in Piano. 
The candidate must have attended orchestra and ensemble rehearsals for 
at least two sessions, and must be able to play on the piano accompaniments 
to more difficult solos. 
The candidate for graduation in Violin must have finished the fourth grade 
in Piano. 
Examination for Diploma in Violin 
1. Technic.—Scales memorized, all major and minor (melodic and har­
monic), three octaves (4 notes to M. M. 132); Arpeggios, major and minor, 
three octaves (4 notes to M. M. 120); Chord Studies (4 notes to M. M. 100); 
Scales, three octaves, in thirds, sixths, tenths, octaves (4 notes to M. M. 72). 
2. Etudes Unmemorized.—Selections from the etudes of Rovelli, Dont, and 
Gavinie, illustrative of various problems of style, velocity, rhythm, etc. 
3. Repertoire Unmemorized.—Two principal movements of a Bach sonata, 
onata studied without assistance. ~~~ 
Borrowing and lending except by special permission is prohibited 
• «. k* mad? for anv defacement of school Adequate compensation must be made y 
"Xry boarding pupil is requ ired 
shoes of the following approved list, oc ' Tread, Moccasin 
last), Orpic, Pediform, Full Plastic, Nature Tread, Liberty 
^Neatness and order are expected of all stude nts in -e of ffieir ro^ns; 
rooms. 
Chafing dishes and electrical appliances will not be allowed in the students' 
s. Rooms are provided for this purpose. g modified form of student 
Discipline in Ward-Belmont is supervision and cooperation, 
government, properly safeguard y prescrjbed limits 
The privilege of walking >Jnc definite restrictions. 
beyond the campus is granted P relatives, pupils from 
Except when they are in the Nashville homes 
a distance are reauired to board in t e sc r fo th(> mniHc 
Special Note 
A certificate or diploma will be granted for work in Harp. Details on 
application. 
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Pipe Organ Diploma Examination 
1. Technic as stated above. 
2. Unmemorized Repertoire.—Two preludes and fugues of Bach; one com­
plete sonata; one movement of a sonata or equivalent, to be prepared without 
assistance or instruction; two standard compositions. 
3. Memorized Repertoire.—Two standard compositions. 
4. Sight Playing as stated above. 
every floor. 
Well-equipped Domestic Science laboratory. 
Light, airy dining halls, and scientifically equipped kitchen and bakery. 
Gymnasium, with shower baths and swimming pool, free to all students. 
Roof garden, one of the attractions of the school. 
Separate dormitories for College and High School students. 
Student social room maintained in every dormitory. 
The Star Entertainment course offers unusual advantages in lectures 
musical recitals, concerts. 
Every provision against fire—regular fire-drills, fire escapes, fire extin­
guishers, fire hose—though there is no fire in the buildings except in kitchen 
and bakery. 
A modern infirmary in the main building is maintained under professional 
supervision, and pupils who are too ill to meet school appointments are cared 
for here instead of in their bedrooms. 
Each residence hall is in the charge of a hostess who is always accessible 
for counsel, and who devotes her entire time to the training of the girls of her 
household in such questions as appropriateness and simplicity in dress, neat­
ness and order in the bedrooms. In a word, these hostesses undertake to per-
Ll* i killing 
The reqUlremeMS IH 1 lUIIIIUliy, 1 lljlm y u i muj»., um • mining unu mum 
cal Vovabulary are the same as in Piano. 
Voice Diploma Examination 
1. All Technic as stated above. 
2. Unmemorized Repertoire.—One study from Mathilde Marchesi, one from 
Lamperti, one from Panofka, and one selection from "100 Vocalises;" one selec­
tion from an opera and one from an oratorio; one aria prepared without assist­
ance; four songs. 
3. Memorized Repertoire.—One selection from an opera and one from an 
oratorio; ten songs. 
COURSE OF STUDY FOR DIPLOMA IN VIOLIN 
Technic.—1. Scales, all major and minor scales (melodic and harmonic), 
three octaves (4 notes to M. M. 132). 
2. Arpeggios, major and minor (4 notes to M. M. 120); Chord Studies by 
HaDDich (4 notes to M M 
Ward-Belmont does not lend money to students. Drafts made by students 
are honored by us only in cases of emergency or upon the written request from 
parents or guardians. 
W  A  R  D  - B E L M O N T  
Boarding students are under school regulations from the moment of t heir 
arrival in Nashville until their departure from the city. Parents should not, 
without conferring with the school, grant social or other permissions in the 
city before the student enters or after she leaves school. 
Parents are requested not to permit their daughters to bring to the school 
expensive jewelry or heirlooms of any kind. Neither should they be permitted 
to bring expensive wearing apparel. The school is not responsible for loss or 
theft. 
All permissions of parents or guardians should be written and addressed to 
the management, and are subject to the approval of t he management. Even 
during the visits of parents, pupils are still subject to the rules of t he school, 
and must meet all regular classroom or studio appointments. 
The school bank, with its system of pass books, deposit slips, checks, and 
monthly balance reports, not only cares for the spending money of students, 
but teaches them how to keep a bank account, draw checks, and conduct their 
own financial affairs. We are not responsible for money or valuables not de­
posited in the school bank. 
Parents and guardians are expected to cooperate with the school in securing 
full and regular attendance, especially at the beginning and end of t he schoo 
year and just before and just after the Christmas holidays. Much educational 
value attaches to the commencement season, and no student shouldmiss any 
part of it. All students have obligations to the end of t he session. Those who 
leave earlier, or who do not keep appointments throughout the closing days, 
will thus fail to earn full credit for the work of t he last quarter. 
Visitors are received in the central parlors, not in residence halls 
Men callers are received by written permission from parents addresse 
to the school. 
Sunday visiting is discouraged. 
Victrolas are not permitted in the dormitories. 
Borrowing and lending except by special permission is p ro . it. 
Adequate compensation must be made for any defacement of school 
"Tery boarding pupil is required to have 
SS Orpi: PeEm, M " 
^Neatness and order are expected of all ^£^£££1 
Chafing dishes and electrical appliances will 
rooms. Rooms are provided for th'S purple- a form of student 
Discipline in Ward-Belmont is ®'mP supervision and cooperation, 
government, properly safeguard y certain prescribed limits 
The privilege of walking 
beyond the campus is granted our pup relatives pupils from 
Except when they are in the Nashville homes of near relatives, 
a distance are required to board in t e so • ^ ^  clothing to the maids 
No Ward-Belmont student may se 1 or g 
without the knowledge and consent o e 
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Any student who leaves the campus without permission, or who smokes, or 
who attends a dance in Nashville or who cheats in examination renders herself 
liable to summary dismissal. 
Boarding pupils are not allowed to visit in the city except with the approval 
of parents and the school management. Permission is not granted to spend 
the night in the city, except with parents or in the home of near relatives. 
Such permission will not be granted more frequently than one week-end in 
a month. 
The school reserves the right to withdraw any class for which there are 
not as many as six applicants. 
A tutor is provided at moderate cost for students who need coaching to 
enable them to keep up with their classes. 
School work missed just before or after the Christmas holidays must be 
made up at the student's expense. 
School work missed because of absence must be made up to the teacher's 
satisfaction; otherwise credit cannot be given for the course. Ordinarily a 
tutor can be provided at $i to $1.50 per hour. Semester examinations not 
taken at the appointed time must be taken later, and a charge of $2 each will 
be made. Previously announced tests not taken at the scheduled time must 
be taken later, and a charge of $2 each will be made except in cases of protracted 
illness. 
A  R D - B E L M O N T  
CHARGES AND TERMS 
EXPENSES AT W ARD-BELMONT, N ASHVILLE, TEN N. 
The school year consists of one term of thirty-six weeks, beginning the 
second Wednesday in September mtd end.ng ^ ^^^^med •  " t r — s s . » « = .  
and are subject to sight draft after: t ese at d d wjth the applica-
ofrwhkh$575. is required on entrance, balance January 1st. 
Board, etc., as above, in rooms in suites of two, with connect,ng «*h. ^  
on entrance, balance >nua^ ^ ' hall are available at $850. 
A few single rooms, with bath on h , equivalent of a t least 
Students who take work in two and cannot find time in addition 
two units or twelve semester ours ' jU b credited with $75 on 
for more than the one required Literary subject, w> 
either of the above-mentioned sums lor , dj t of $IOo on 
Clergymen in active ministerial work are allowed 
the regular course and twenty per cent on extras. 
THE OT HER FEE S RE QUIRED 
„  _ _ _  $  9 - 0° '  
Star Entertainment Course -----"""""j" ttention (except 
Infirmary fee, simple medicines and nurses a ^ 
when a special attendant is necessary)- _ jo oo »55-°° 
. rhristmas vacation, but provision will be 
entertainments at a rate mu 
W A R D - B E L M O N T  
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Each of the above-named fees for board and tuition includes Physical 
Training, so necessary to health, use of Library, and the modern languages-
French, German, and Spanish—all of which, in many schools, are charged for 
as "extras." Swimming is also included without extra cost. It is the policy of 
Ward-Belmont to include in the regular charge abundant provision for health 
in Physical Culture, every literary requirement for graduation, and the essen­
tials for a broad culture. It is thus evident to one considering these features 
and the liberal additions made to buildings, equipment, and faculty during the 
last few years that the charge for boarding students is remarkably reasonable. 
The charges listed below under "Extras" are made for those who wish to spe­
cialize in the subjects named or to supplement their work along those lines. 
ADDITIONAL STUDIES TUITION (If Taken)— 
CHARGES PER SCHOLASTIC YEAR 
Of which three-fifths is required on entrance, balance January ist. 
Piano, individual lessons, two per week $150.00 
Piano, individual lessons, beginner's grade, with special teacher .. 125.00 
Piano, individual lessons, two per week, with Mr. Goodman 325.00 
Voice,' individual lessons, two per week, Miss. Boyer and Miss. Sloan. 175-°° 
Piano practice, one and a half hours per day (each additional hour, $ 10) 20.00 
Violin, individual lessons, two per week, with Mr. Rose 250.00 
Violin, practice room, one hour per day 10.00 
Harp, individual lessons, two per week 225.00 
Pipe Organ, two lessons per week, with Director -- 250.00 
Practice on Practice Organ, one hour per day, per session 35 °° 
Practice on Large Organ, one-half hour per day, per session 60.00 
Theory, in class - 25.00 
Harmony, or History of Music, or Ear Training, or Public School 
Music, in class - - 3 5 -00 
Harmony, individual lessons, two per week 100.00 
Sight Playing, in class - 25-°o 
Domestic Science or Cookery, regular course - 85.00 
Materials used in Domestic Science, each course, per year 15-°° 
Domestic Art, or Clothing and Textiles, one course 85.00 
Art, two periods per day (extra periods, each $20) 100.00 
Art, one period per day. 80.00 
Costume Design, for Domestic Art pupils, three hours a week 40.00 
Italian and Greek, in classes of six or more, each 60.00 
Expression, first year, regular course 100.00 
Expression, second or third-year course 125.00 
Playground Supervision.. 30.00 
Physical Education Normal Course ("Practical Work" and Playground 
Supervision) — 100.00 
Aesthetic Dancing 35 00 
Social Dancing, two private lessons per week 90.00 
Shorthand and Typewriting 125.00 
Use of typewriter, two hours per day 15.°° 
Bookkeeping 60.00 
w  a  R D - B E L M O N ^ T  
Laboratory fee (payable on entrance): 
For students of Physiology * 5°° 
For students of Chemistry or Biology 1000 
(Extra charge for unnecessary breakage or wastefulness.) 
Riding Club (Athletic Association), thirty rides, or fifteen lessons, 
0 6o.oo-
payable on entrance 
r 15.00 
Graduation fee... ^ 
Certificate fee -
Pupils enter for the entire term or part of term unexpired at time of en­
trance. No reduction will be made for time lost during the first four or last 
six weeks of the term; nor will reduction be made for absence during other 
periods, except in cases of the protracted illness of the student herself, when 
the pro-rata cost for the time lost will be shared equally with the patron if the 
illness has kept the student for five weeks or more out of the school b"lldl"g-
No reduction will be made in case of suspension, dismissal or voluntary 
"''FtlkTinfomation6 will be furnished on request, also additional printed 
literature or photographic views. 
W A R D  
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Albaugh, Mary Fritzie 











































Burgess, Dorothy Louise 
Burgess, Louise Clough 
Burkhard. Mary Louise 
Burney, Grayce 
Burton, Mary Virginia 
Burwell. Marion 
Bush, Virginia 



















































Dunn, Mary Josephine 














Forgy, Alice Orr 
Foote, Frances 



















Graves, Helen Louise 
Graves, Novice 









Hawes, Tina Mae 
Hayes, Florence 
Haynes, Jean 
Hays, Mary Jane 
Hegewald, Lucille 
Helvie, Cleopha 
Hendee, Sara Jane 
Henderson, Catherine 
Henderson, Orlean 






Hopkins, Carrie Walton 


















Johnson, Mary Bell 
Johnson, Melba 
Johnson, Ruth Maurine 
Johnston, Ann Carolyn 
Johnston. Mary Esther 
Jones, Dorothy Mounce 
Jones, Dorothy Vernon 
Jones, Mary Medora 
Jones, Pearl 
Joslin, Martha 
Kelly, Helen Ruth 




























Lynne, Julia Leigh 
McCullough, Jane 










McLean, Ethel Mary 
McNutt, Jane 







Martin, Doris Lee 
Martin, Hazel 













Neuman, Rose Sallie 
Nichols. Anna Dorothy 




O'Mohundro, Allie Bell 
Owen, Lela 
Padgett, Mary 




Parks, Mary Grady 










































Pulliam, Lucie Lee 














Roberts, Alice Billie 
Roediger, Anne Elizabeth 
Ross, Julia Ann 
Ross, Katherine 
Rountree, Paulena 
Ryerson, Helen Jane 
Sackett, Rebecca 
Sage, Janet 
Scott, Helen Nina 
















Smith, Mary Elisabeth 


























Til ford, Margaret 




Turnage, Helen Rosanna 
Turner, Virginia 
Tyson, Mary Erma 
Verser, Jeanette 
Vick, Mary Elizabeth 
Walker, Charlotte 
Walker, Vivian 








































































Jones, Edith , 
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Lightfoot, Maxine 
Loughridge, Edna 












Moore, Mary Josephine 
Moore, Ruth 










Alexander, Mrs. Vance 
Anderson, Myrl 
Averbuch, Mrs. Sam 
Baskerville, Nancy 
Bender, Myra 
Boiese, Mrs. O. 
Bowers, Mrs. Margaret P. 
Boyer, Emeline 
Bronough. Timmie 




Campbell, Mrs. Donald 
Carter, Mrs. DeWitt 
Cassels, Agnes 
Cayce, Mrs. E. B. 
Cheek, Mrs. Will T. 
Cleveland, Elizabeth 
Collins, Ovid 
Cook. Eleanor Louise 
Cooke, Louise 
Cordon, Norman C. 
Dickinson, Martha O. 
Dodson, Ruth 
Dorris, Mrs. Leland 
Gallagher, James 
Godwin, Nell 
Goldschein, Mrs. M. H. 
Haile, Charles L. 






Holladay. Mrs. T. D. 
Holness, Corinne 


















Rowland, Ruth Louise 
Sanders, Mai Belle 
















Vinson, Frances Lou 
















MUSIC, EXPRESSION, ART 
Jones, Mrs. Eva Thompson 






Lawrence, Mamie Duson 
Lebeck, Clarence 
Leftwich, Mrs. Hunter 
Lewis, Lee Archer 
Lewis, John A. 
Lollar, Ceceilia 
Lowenheim, Elizabeth 
Lusk, Mrs. Robert 
McAdoo, Annette 
McCall, Maude 
McGugin, Lucy Ann 
Mcllroy, W. L. 
Mclntyre, Mrs. A. C. 
Melton, James 
Mertens, Louis C. 
Mooney, Ralph 
Moran, Nellie Lee 
Morelli, Whitfield 
Morgan, Mrs. Hugh 
Morris, Ed 
Moss, Gwendolyn 
Murray, Dora Houston 
Neil, Frances 
Nellums, Mrs. M. E. 
Nolan, Mrs. F. J. 
Perkins, Mary 




Quails, Mrs. Rayburn 
Rich, Margaret 
Richardson, Nell 
Rose, Mrs. Will 




Scales, Mrs. E. P. 
Settle, Sara 
Shapero, Georgia 






Smith, Mary R. 
Speir, Mary 
Sprouse, Rubye 
Stahlman, Mrs. E. B. 
Stateler, Mary Lucille 
Steen, Dorothy 
Stelzer, Mrs. Herman 
Stewart, Frances 
Stewart, Mrs. Eugenie 
Sudekum, Viola 
Sugg, Dollie M. 
Sullivan, Annie E. 
Sumner, Elizabeth D. 





Vaughn, Eugene Holmes 
Wade, Dorothy 





Woolwine, Sam, Jr. 













Campbell, Nancy Bell 
Carr, Grace 
Catlett, Dorothy 















Hansen, Mai Belle 







Bennett. Virginia Lee 


























Clark. Allie Brown 





















Dorris, Catherine Hardy 











Keller, Mary Elizabeth 
Leathers, Lucy Dell 


















































Patton, Mary Addis 
Rawls, May 
Rodes, Alice 





Smith, Mary Elizabeth 
Smoot, Katherine 












Hughes, Ruth Bee 
Ingram, Mary Jones 
Jennings Kathryn 
Johnson, Willie G. 
Lahart, Eva Mai 
Mclntyre, Mary Shelley 
Martin, Olive 
Marxson, Mary Frances 





























Hamilton, Ethel B. 
Hare, Aileen 
Hitt, Hattie Craig 

















Prewitt, Mary Frances 
Pruett, Claribel 
Roberts, Claire 
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Alrutz, Althea 















Glasgow, Grace Ellen 




Hill, Mary Dorcas 
Horn, Emma 
Kennedy, Katherine 





















Wilson, Sara Ellen 
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GRADUATES AND CERTIFICATE PUPILS 
1926-1927 
GRADUATES, JUNIOR COLLEGE 
Evelyn Louise Adams Michigan 
Julia Katherine Amos . . . West Virginia 
Retta Alice Barnard Texas 
Ruth Jean Barnhard Illinois 
Lucile Canfield Ohio 
Alice Catherine Carr Indiana 
Myrtle Mae Carter .... North Carolina 
Agnes Clary Cassels Alabama 
Georgia Ruth Charles Illinois 
Vieva Chason Alabama 
Kirtlye W. Choisser Montana 
Katherine Juliet Clark Kansas 
Margaret Clark Indiana 
Cicely Cone Kansas 
Caroline Williams Cosgrove . . . Oklahoma 
Carroll L. Cruse Michigan 
Margaret C. Daggett Arkansas 
Mary Jessamine Daggett .... Arkansas 
Louis Antoinette Davitt .... Alabama 
Edythe Louise Dixon Iowa 
Margaret Ellen Dixon Kentucky 
Dorothy Catherine Duncan .... Illinois 
Marietta Duncan Texas 
Ruth Eleanor Durham Alabama 
Barbara Senn Ehrsam Kansas 
Dorothy Gloria Ellington Texas 
Lotta Engle Kansas 
Virginia Rowland Farmer .... Kentucky 
Elizabeth H. Figgins Tennessee 
Elizabeth Fletcher Georgia 
Louise Focke Texas 
Laura Fortson X?x?8 
Elizabeth Dorothea Franklin .... Ohio 
Elaine Pearl Frost Michigan 
Marian Vance Gilbert Colorado 
Hewell Givan Tennessee 
Marguerite Leigh Glidden .... Kansas 
Elizabeth Moore Goode .... Kentucky 
Alice Hannah Goulding Illinois 
Ruth Isabel Hamersly Indiana 
Leonora Hamilton Tennessee 
Pansy Lucille Hawley . . . West Virginia 
Isabel White Heflin Alabama 
Margaret Virginia Hickman . . . Louisiana 
Frances Hill Texas 
Josephine Robert Holden .... Arkansas 
Helen Holt Tennessee 
Virginia Hood • • Texas 
M. Helen Huddleston Oklahoma 
Margaret Insull Oklahoma 
Carol Joerns Wisconsin 
Edith Jones Indiana 
Mary Rhoda Jones Missouri 
Dorothy Alice Kendall Kansas 
Edith Allison Leavens Texas 
Maxine Ernestine Lightfoot Texas 
Edna Pearl Loughridge Florida 
Annie May McCauley Oklahoma 
Katherine Andrews McKee . . . Wisconsin 
Catherine Margaret McKnight . Louisiana 
Margaret Louise McMullen .... Florida 
Elizabeth Martin Ohio 
Virginia Kemper Martin Indiana 
Mary Elizabeth Martinie Illinois 
Nathalie Virginia Maynard . • West Virginia 
Martha Estelle Meggs FJoriida 
Dorothy Irene Miller Illinois 
Ruth Moore Ark,30??8 
Mary Pearl Moores Florida 
Rose Lawton Morrison • Georgia 
Marjorie E. Moss Oklahoma 
Blanche Duncan Motley Missouri 
Emma Pauline Ney .Virginia 
Mary Louise Nooe X®1?1}6.8866 
Alice Lucille Noordewier .... Michigan 
Maurine Margaret Olinger •••••' exas 
Anna Cbrrine Parrent Tennessee 
Irene M. Patterson • • • 1 exa^ 
Nancy Hampton Rabenau .... Missouri 
Mary Jane Richards v/fenda 
Ellen Hadley Robinson Michigan 
Elizabeth Douglas Rogers .... Missouri 
Martha Edith Rogers Missouri 
Nancy Kathryn Rogers Virginia 
Inez Scruggs . 
Marion Hilton Sherman Georgia 
Julia Pennington Smither . . . . • • J exas 
J effe Claire Swain Mississippi 
Phyrne Bowers Tanner 'exa8 
Valda Margaret Thomas ..•••• 1 exa8 
Susan Frances Vaughan .... Tennessee 
Frances Louella Vinson IS™, 
Gertrude E. Way v Kansaa 
Catherine Wayne Weber .... Tennessee 
Mabel Harrison West • 'exas 
Charlotte Taylor Wettach . . • Oklahoma 
Annie Elizabeth Williams Missouri 
Augusta Williams Alabama 
Ruth Hager Wingart .... West Virginia 
Thelma Elizabeth Witwer .... J «n°|s 
Ellen Wilson Yohe Ill,no,s 
Arkansas 
Agnes Clary Cassels 
Mary L. Day 
GRADUATE IN PIANO 
Rubye Briggs Sprouse Tennessee 
GRADUATE IN VIOLIN 
Claire J. Harper Illinois 
GRADUATE IN EXPRESSION 
... Alabama Velma Jones . . . • 
Mamie Duson Lawrence .... Louisiana 
GRADUATE IN HOME ECONOMICS 
West Virginia Mai Belle Sanders 
M. Marjorie Tootle 
Oklahoma 
Ohio 
GRADUATE IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION 




R D B E L M 0 N 
Harriet Condit 
Carolyn Louise Brash 
CERTIFICATE PUPILS IN PIANO 
Illinois Margaret C. Daggett 
Vivian E. Slagle Indiana 
CERTIFICATE PUPILS IN VIOLIN 
Florida Nell Bibb Godwin . . 
Arkansas 
T ennesee 
CERTIFICATE PUPILS IN EXPRESSION 
Julia Katherine Amos . . . West Virginia 
Lorene Banfield Oklahoma 
Lillian Ruth Browning Illinois 
Alice Catherine Carr J.n, !ana 
Elaine Pearl Frost Michigan 
Hewell Givan Tennessee 
M. Helen Huddleston Oklahoma 
Mary Virginia Huff Kentucky 
Margaret Insull . . . • ^ ^ Oklahoma ^ 
Susan Frances Vaughan 
Regina Aline Kellems Florida 
Katherine Andrews McKee . . . Wisconsin 
Rose Lawton Morrison Georgia 
Marjorie E. Moss Oklahoma 
Blanche Duncan Motley Missouri 
Allie Belle O'Mohundro .... Tennessee 
Anne Corrine Parrent Tennessee 
Ruth Louise Rowland Oklahoma 
Lucille Smith Tennessee 
Tennessee 
CERTIFICATE PUPILS IN INTERIOR DECORATION 
Myrtle Mae Carter .... North Carolina 
Frances Meredith Goodlett . . . Tennessee 
Mary Virginia Huff Kentucky 
Alice Isobel Ingram Tennessee 
Margaret Louise McMullen .... Florida 
Helen Mae Moser Ohio 
Thelma Vivian Peck Michigan 
Mary Alice Tolman Tennessee 
CERTIFICATE PUPILS IN COSTUME DESIGN 
Maribel Buford Tennessee Edith Jones . . Indiana 
Isabel White Heflin Alabama Mary Josephine Moore Texas 
CERTIFICATE PUPILS IN TEXTILES AND SEWING 
Estelle Farmer Tennessee Laura Fortson Texas 
Valda Margaret Thomas Texas 
CERTIFICATE PUPILS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Dorothy B. Veazey Missouri 
CERTIFICATE PUPILS IN 
Clydis Edith Aiken • Texas 
Hortense Ambrose Tennessee 
Flora D. Baggett Tennessee 
Lucile Bailey Tennessee 
Mary Blackman Bass Tennessee 
Catherine Caroline Blanton 
Dorothy M. Brain • Ohio 
Elizabeth M. Browne New York 
Sarah Celeste Burnett Tennessee 
Grace Estelle Carr Tennessee 
Dorothy Lee Conable Illinois 
Josephine Cooper Tennessee 
Louise Crawford Tennessee 
Winona Boy Curran Oklahoma 
Dorothy Davis Oklahoma 
Lilly Frances Donica Illinois 
Ann Dowlen Tennessee 
Rosella Ehrenwald Kentucky 
Marion Janet Fry Illinois 
Alberta Guffigan Indiana 
Frances Rebecca Hairston . . Washington 
Frances Escott Hardison .... Tennessee 
Martha Jean Harmon . . . . . . Indiana 
Ethel Hawkinson Tennessee 
Gertrude Elizabeth Henderson ... Ohio 
HIGH SCHOOL COURSE 
Helen Quick Hughes Indiana 
Wendel Gertrude Johnson . . . Tennessee 
Kathryn J ohnston Tennessee 
Kathryn Cynthia Jury Missouri 
Alice Morton Kearney Wisconsin 
Mary Elizabeth Keller Tennessee 
Lucy Dell Leathers Tennessee 
Margaret Peebles Matthews . . Maryland 
Marystuart Norton New York 
Clare Gwendolen Packard .... Illinois 
Martha Brunk Pine .Missouri 
Sara Bowdre Powell Tennessee 
Mary Rains Texas 
Alfreda Jo Raynes 
Lether Lavinia Rose Florida 
Frances Tree Russell Tennessee 
Thelma Louise Slaughter .... Tennessee 
Geraldine C. Snelling Michigan 
Dorothy Valentine Indiana 
Alice Katherine Wakefield . . . Kentucky 
Augusta Dickson Wherry .... Tennessee 
Katherine Mae Whiteley Kansas 
Emeline H. Williams Tennessee 
Virginia Hopkins Williamson . . Tennessee 
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